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HAZEL CHURCH DESTROYED—The main sanctuary and nursery building of the Hazel Baptist
Church were destroyed in a fire which broke out sometime around 1I30 a.m. today. Preliminary
inside today 
Alarmed by reports of high school graduates who ,
-cannotread_well. enough to fill- out a lob aPPlication,
educators and lawmakers are trying to make sure that
youngsters learn basic skills before they leave the
classroom. See the story on Page 10.
Less than two weeks ago, ' three flooding- rivers -
threatened life and property in eastern Kentucky. Now,
, choking cloudi of dust left by the receding waters hinder
cleanup -Operations. See Pa-ge 'Five, for several stories
dealing with the effects of recent flooding.
partly cloudy
' Partly cloudy with a slight
chance of a thundershower
tonight, mild with low-in the mid
50s„ Variable cloudiness with a_
chance of scattered thun-
dershowers Friday and not quite
as warm with high near 80.
today's index
Local Scene 2, 3, 4
Dear Abby 2
Horoscope 2





Classifieds 13, 14, 15, 16,17
Deaths & Funerals 18
PRO:
By T. WAYNE BEASCEY
MSU Professor Of History
One of man's first discoveries was
that mixing water and wild honey
produced a product superior in many_
ways to either. From that age to ours
alcoholic beverages have been an
important and accepted part of every
culture. There was always the practical
advantage that alcohol ustide unhealthy
t water drinkable. Further, life has
never been easy, so man has tried to
use whatever means necessary to make
it seem easier, even temporarily.
The idea that there is something
inherently evil, debilitating or immoral
in alcohol is, relatively speaking, a very
recent one. By far, our most descriptive
and extensive collection of knowledge
, about ancient ni..an comes from the
Bible and nowhere in the Scripture does
one find a clear condemnation of
alcohol. Remember that Jesus' first
reported miracle was performed
during a marriage celebration of Cana
in Galilee when be converted water to
wine. He certainly knew as much about
wine and its benefits as do any of those
who condemn .its use today. What the
Bible often does is condemn
drunkenness and lack of moderation,
but that's another question entirely. .
A strong social class prejudice, rich
vs. poor, has always been associated
with the sale and use of alcohol: The
first temperance movements in
England and America were not con-
cerned with abolishing alcohol, but
•t•
estimates put the amount of the loss at approximately S200,000 but a church 
spokesman said the
majority of the loss was covered by insurance. Staff Photo by Gene McCuttlyeon.
$50 Tax Rebate Proposal To
Be Scrapped By Administration
WASHINGTON ?AP — President
Carter has decided to scrap his con-
troversial plan to give $50 tax rebates to
200 million Americans because he is
convinced the economy will improve
without the stimulus, administration
_,sourcessafd today..
It was learned Carter made the final
-derision to-drop the rebate 'plan Wed-
nesday night: A formal announcement;
of the action was expected. today,
possibly from the President himself. '
Although the rebate plan was-known
to be in-trouble-4R congress, - sources
Giaduation Slated For LPNs
Graduation exercises for the Murra
School of Practical Nursing will be held
Friday, April 15, at 7:30 p. m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Dr. George C. McClain, retired
physician of Marshall County, will be
the speaker. A reception for families
and friends will _ held in -the
fellowship hail of the church follow 
the exercises.
Students graduating will represent
four Western Kentucky Counties.
They are: Geraldine Chilcutt, Donna
Ellis. and _Kathy McCallon, Calloway:
Carla H. Sanderson, Lotion Dobson,-Pat
Fowler, Betfle Platt: Valerie Noff-
singer, Cheryl Dillon, and Margaret
Winders, Graves; Myra Johnson.
Fulton; Nancy Teckenbrock, Glenda





rather with -seeing that it was readily
available to Only the RIGHT kind, of
people. American's first temperance
law was passed in Massachusetts in
.183&Itwas called the "Fifteen Gallon
Law" because it prohibited the sale of
"ardent spirits" in quantities less than
15 gallons, thus limiting the sale to all
but the wealthy. Thus always has
moral, temperate and desirable con-
duct been considered typical of the
wealthy, ;while crime, drunkenness and
immorality are considered lower class
conduct.
The essence of prohibition laws is still
class discrimination. The wealthy can
drink at private clubs or stock up on
monthly trips to neighboring cities.
They can also afford the exaggerated
prices charged by local bootleggers. It
is only the poor who cannot afford
country club membership, who must
buy alcohol in small quantities, whose
cars can't be relied on for a trip to
Paducah.
The Citizens of Murray-Calloway
County are among the 4 per cent of the
American population who live in areas
where the sale of alcoholic beverages is
still prohibited. Nearly all these areas
are rural, with stable or declining
populations and with limited industrial
development. It is my argument that
local citizens should no longer be in-
cluded among this group.
Perhaps it should be unnecessary to
demonstrate any advantages to the sale
of alcohol. It should simply be a right!
• 
After all, only those who choose to bt.*
it would do so. No one, anywhere has
ever suggested that those who oppose
the sale and use of alcohol should be
forced nevertheless to buy and drink it
One of the most basic precepts of
American liberty is that society's right
to control acts of the individual is
limited, especially those .acts which
effect no one else.
Yes, but doesn't the drunk affect
others in all kinds of ways? Perhaps,
but I am not talking about drunks. lam
talking about those who drink. There is
a difference. Besides, there are alreadr
laws a plenty dealing with drunks
Further, it is-- a- very bad and op-
pressive law to forbid an act, such as'
drunkenness, and -then also to forbid
any thing which might result in that
act. Obesity is a problem, but who
would suggest outlawing the sale ')f
'Continued On Page 9i -




The main sanctuary building and
nursery building of the Hazel Baptist
_ Church were destroyed .last night by a
fire _which apparently began shortly
after midnight.
Preliminary estimates set the loss at
' $200,000..Therhajor-portion oi the hiss la
covered by insurance according to
church pastor James Garland.
The more than 50 firefighters from
the 'Hazel, Piu-yeai, Calloway County
and Murray fire departments were able
_ to save the education building just
south of the main sanctuary. The
education building, which was built in
1973, had only recently been paid for.
__ The fire was first niacomered by Abe
Hazel City Police, in the basement of
the church. Firefighters attempted to
put out the blaze by throwing dirt on it,
but a window caved in, and the fire
raged out of control. '
One firefighter said he initially
thought that the fire was under control,
but . that when he looked around, fire.
was burning in. two .or three other,
separate, locations in the church. •
The cause of the blaze had not been
determined this morning but state
arson investigators were being called. in
to check for the possibility that the fire.
was deliberately set: -
ba.
insisterd this was not the main reason
Carter decided tia withdraw it. They -
acknowledged.-howeeer, that ft is likely
that many people will interpret the •
decision that way. . •
Critics of the plan; including Federal
Reserve -Board Chairman- -Arthur F.
Burns, .had warned that the. plan would
fuel inflation.
The Los Angeles Times said Carter
was expected to announce today that he
was with drawing both the rebate
proposal and a $2 billion investmenttax
credit for industry.
The two proposals are major
--segments of his proposed economic-
-stimulus program for this year. •
The Baltimore Sun reported Carter
had been considering the move for the
past two days, and finally reached his
See REBATE, •
Page 18, Column 1 -
•
The Main church building _ Was
erected in 1939 and the nursery portion
was added in 1955. Another addition
was cOmpleted to the nursery wing in,
1910.
- The Rev. Garland sa4c1 that worship
services would be held in the basement -
-of the education building, which
sustained only minor clarnage, mainly
from smoke and heat. Churcli deacons
will meet within the next few days and
rebuilding of the church is expected to
start as soon as possible.
All church records with the exception
of the past year's were in the
blaze. _
Firefighters laid an estimated 1,10
feet of hose in fighting the -fire. The
Hazel water tank, which holds 50,000
gallons, was emptied but the town's
ywater pumping station was able to keep
an adequate supply of water going
through the hoses.
''our minor injuries to firefighters
e reported _during -the -fire—Two
iremen were treated by EMT's from
the Mercy Ambulance Service for
smoke inhalation, and EMT's treated
two others for mirioscuts.
The Hazel Fire Dept. and members of
the Calloway County Rescue squad
were called to the scene of another fire
late this morning.
• In that fire, a house owned by- Mae
Will Littleton and occupied by James
White, v'as destroyed. The origin of_thc
fire was unknown. The house was
located at the intersection of Fifth and -





• Be Continued Locally
By WAYNE WILLIAMS
MSU Associate Professor
In what type of community do we
wish to live?' This is the most important
question when one discusses the sale of
alcoholic beverages!
The Kentucky statutes make the sale
of alcoholic beverages normally illegal.
However, the so-called local option
statutes permit the voters to petition to
reverse- the pertinent —alcoholic
beverage .statutes. KRS 243.230
provides that eligible persons in a third
class" city like Murray can obtain
licenses to sell alcohol by the drink in
saloons, bars, cocktail lounges, supper
clubs, night clubs or hotels.
The only issue in a local option
election is the sale of alcoholic
beverages. The question is not: should
we try to prevent citizens from con-
muning alcohol? That is an im-
possibility. Neither-is the question one
EDITOR'S NOTE The purpo.t of the local Issues forum series is to
stimulate public interest in 'valor issues at the local level. Reader
responses to the thoughts prusented in these two articles are en-
couraged. A. •
Letters shrould,be addressed to Local Issues Forum, The Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 32, MurraN iNN. 42071 and should be delivered to the
. newspaper-office by Tuesdas. pril 19. lettert of response.on toda$
topic will be compiled and published on Thilisday, April 21.
Pro and con articles on another topic of local interest will he
published on Thursday, April 28
This series is jointly sponsoied by the Kentucky Humanities Counril
the Dept. of Humanistic Stufftes at Murray State University, and The
,Murray Ledger & limes.
r)
of depriving citizens of their rights. The-
abstainer has as many rights as the
• social drinker, local drunk or the
secretive and pitiful alcoholic.
• One of the most misleading
arguments made by the advocates of
open liquor sales is that the city of
Murray will be the recipient of con-
siderable' revenue from tax on liquor
sales. Citizens need to know that the
city cannot impose a tax on the sale of
alcohol. This is a state tax. The only
money tfie-city would receive would'
come from the sale of license permits.
The city is not "rewarded- for going
wet, rather dollars may actually be
lost.
Studies by the American Business
Men's Research. Foundation, Chicago,
Ill., shows that revenue gained by the
legalized sale of alcohol is negated by
costs. to the taxpayer in increased
police and court costs; increased
welfare expenses and other community
problems. Only the businesses that sell
the liquor will benefit.
Do we really want to legalize the sale
of alcoholic beverages so as to make it
easier to obtain and thereby increase
its consumption? Many- studies show
that this-will surely
Knoxville. Tenn. and Post, Tex., are
two stiecific examples of this hap-
pening. Do we really want to encourage
increased consumption of alochol in
Murray' Do we want to pay higher
taxes to support the increased cost of
local law enforcement?
Another suggestion made by thae
who support' legal liquor sates ts that. it
would stop bootleggers. KRS 243.230
, does not control bootleggers. All it
would do would be to make liquor easier
to obtain and as Studies indicate, in-
crease the work of the local police
department.
Do we believe that legalizing liquor
sales will raise the level of intelligence
or the standard of. living' Will it reduce
crime; cause -our citizens to express
more concern for the welfare of their
neibbors; maintain the dignity of a
historically , respected community"
There is no evidence to suggest that this
will be the result' Rather the opposite
may occur.
The phrase "legal control" is
misleading. -Control" regulates
conditions of sale, and nothing else. ft
does hot regulate the disastrous con-
sequences that will surety result.
Our local police department.. is
pressed to fulfill its present law en:
forcernent responsibilities. If liquor
were legalfienhe county would qualify
for approximately twelve saloons and
about the same number of package
outlets along with an undetermined
number Of beer outlets. The licerse fees
collected from these establishments
would not support the number of ad-
ditional police personnel needed to cope
with the inhease in public drunken-
ness, drunken driving and Unlawful
acts related to alcoholic consumption.
Another cry of the liquor interests is
that you cannot passibly legislate a
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DEAR JEAN: I have some good news for you and your
well-reared sisters. Forget the maternity pantyhose. Some
smart pantyhose manufacturer in Boston did indeed create
the Fat Fanny Pantyhose, and if you're interested, send
me a stamped, self-addressed envelope and Ill clue you in.
DEAR ABBY: I have two 'Very important questions:
Does epilepsy cause mental retardation or insanity? And is
it safe for an epileptic to work, marry, drive a car, have
children, and do things other people can do?
TROUBLED
DEAR TROUBLED: Epilepsy is merely a symptom. It
cannot "cause" anything. • -
Most people with epilepsy are of normal intelligence. In
most cases, epilepsy patients have far fewer seizures if
they lead active, normal lives. Most of them can work,
participate in sports, drive a car [if they have complete
seizure control], marry, and have children.
In some stateaepileptics are not permitted to marry, but
this attitude is slowly changing.
For more detailed information write to the Epilepsy
Foundation of America. 1829 "L" Street, NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
Married* 60 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carlton
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carlton celebrated their 60th wedding
Anniversary on March 4. A reception was held March 5 in the
First Unity Church, in St. Petersburg, Florida.
The Cantons were married in Kirksey, Ky., on March 4,-
1917. Both were born in Calloway County. The Carltons
operated a farm near Kirksey, on Route 2, Murray, for 25
years, and were active in Farm Bureau and other community
activities. -
The couple's children are Robert Carlton of Columbus, Ohio,
James Carlton of Indianapolis, Indiana, and Edivard_Criton
of St. Petersburg, Florida. They have six granni, and -
two great-grandchildren.
They are members of First Unity Church.
""CDean. -Abbt
By Abigail Van Buren
Wife Suspects Mate
Trying To Do Her In
DEAR ABBY: If you hear from a woman in the Seattle
area who claims that -her hushandialrying to kill her, don't
pay any attention to her. She's my wife. She once tooKr-a
bowl of oatmeal down to-the corner drug store and-askef
the pharmacist to analyze it. She said it -tasted funny,
and she was sure I had put roach powder ,on it. The
pharmacist later told her it probably "tasted funny"
because there was salt on it instead of sugar, but there was
nothing wrong with it.
Another time she accused me of trying to run her down
with my car. She has always been a little peculiar, but
lately she is getting worse. In case something happens to
her I don't want to get blamed. How can I stay in the clear? -
• LONGVIEW, WASH.
DEAR LONGVIEW: Even more important than your
staying in the clear is getting help for your wife who is
obviously mentally disturbed. Tell your doctor immediate-
ly what you've told me. And don't wait for_"something" to
happen. It-might-happen to YOU. --
DEAR ABBY: In case there is no such .thing as Fat
Fannie Pantyhose, I have a suggestion for WELL-REAR-
ED IN RHODE ISLAND. - -
Buy maternity pantyhose, and wear it BACKWARDS!
AlEkN IN MONTEREY-, MEXICO -Bourgis;---




Murray State Spanish Club
will show four cultural films
beginning at seven p. m. in the
Student Center Auditorium.
Admission is 25 cents and
public is invited.
Faculty recital by David
Nelson, violin, will be at 8:15
p. in. at Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Auction sole, open to the
public with Dan Miller as
auctioneer, will be held by
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club at the First Christian
Church at 7:30 p. m.
Town and • Country
Homemakers Club will meet
with Delores Lawson, 1707
Johnson, at 7:30 p. m.
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven p.
m.
Grove 126-WOW will meet at
Murray Woman's Club House
at six p. m.
Murray Chapter .No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at the new lodge hall at 7:30 p.
m.
Don Van Brunt, In-
ternational Travel Teacher
for the Baha'i Faith will give a
slide lecture at Apartment No.
4 Zimmerman Apartments,
Soutli 16th Street at 7:30 p. m.
Friday, April 15
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. and a fun
night at six p. m.
-
Meals for Senior Citizens
' will be at North Second Center
4 twelve noon.
Open Horse Show, spon-
sored by Murray State Hor-
seman's Club, will start at five




. Murray State will play
University of Louisville. at
three p. m. at Reagan
Baseball field.
Senior recitals by Harold-
Oliver, French horn,
-Paducah, will be at -seven p.
in. and by bouts George
Friday, April 15
Graduation exercises for
Murray School of Practical
Nursing will be held at the
Memorial Baptist Church at
7:30 p.m.
The drama, "The Rain-
maker," will be presented at
the University Theatre at
eight p. m. The admission is
82.50 or free to students with
ID cards and season ticket
holders.
Annual exhibition of juried
works by students in the
Department of Art at. MSU
will be at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, until May 11.
Saturday, April 11
Rizpah Shrine Clowns will
sponsor &dance for Shriners
and guests- at the Murray
Country Club at eight p.m.
Music will be by Sherrill
Wyatt and his band.
-Saturday, Aprll 16 •
Chapter M of P E 0 will
have a luncheon at the home of
Mrs. James W. Parker, Lynn
Grove ,Road, at twelve noon.
Saturday;-April 16
Greenhouse sale will be held
from nine a. m. to three p. m.
by the Senior Citizens
Greenhouse•committee at the
greenhouse at Main and
Broach Streets. Sale will be
held rain or shine.
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Student Exhibits of
photography by Robert E.
Duncan, Peewee Valley,
weavings by Steven J. Tucker,
Lexington, and drawings and`
paintings by David A. Moore,
Louisville, will be at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, MSU, until
May 27.
Twin ialters Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, with
Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer
as wagonmasters. A barbecue



























naturalist in search of spring
wildflowers will start at ten a.
in. at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
American Quarter Horse
Association Show will start at
nine a. int at.yir,st Aceptu.cky
Livestock '''and- Exposition
Center. Admission is one
dollar.
Physics Seminar for Society
of Physics Students will be
held in the Murray State
Student Center. For in-




children eight years of age
and up from twenty-one West
Kentucky Counties will take
place froth eight a. m. to four
p. m. at various places at
Murray State University.
 --Sunday, April 17
Donna McCreary Spann,
Murray, will present her
senior piano and harpsichord
recital irethe old recital hall of





Mrs. John Watson Presents
Program At Baker Home
The Maryleona Frost Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church Women met at the
home of Mrs. Charles Mason
Baker, Crestwood Place, on
Tuesday, April 12, at 9:30 a.m.
The program was presented
by Mrs. John Watson who
selected the sermon entitled
-Perplexities, Purposes, and
Practicalities Of Prayer" by
the Rev. R.• B. Garrison of
Urbana, Ill.
Mrs. Johnny Walker,
chairman, opened the meeting
with a springtime meditation.
Announcements were made
,TUCKER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice H.
Tucker of Kirksey Route One
are the parents of a baby boy,
Michael Hayden, weighing
eight pounds four ounces,
measuring 20% inches, born
on-rriday, April 8, at 9:44 a.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Rodney Allen, age ten, and
Jackie Lynn, age six. The
father is self employed as a
farmer and eivipld'yed if the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ovie Ward of Far-
mingtodRoute One and Mrs.
C. B. Tucker of Kirksey Route
One. Great grandparents are.;
Mrs. Fannie Ridenour of
Barboursville and Mrs. Allie
Ward of Mayfield.
_BEANE_ BOY _
-M1'. and Mrs. Allan- Beane
are the parents of a baby boy,
Curtis Allan Beane, weighing
nine pounds 31/2 .ounces, born
on Thursday, March 24, at 5:30
"a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Curtis has an older sister,
three year old Christy Carol
Beane.
Grandparents are Mr. and
,,Mrs -Halford -Beane- and Mr.
Senior organ recital by Matt
Bryant, Charleston, Mo., will
be at two p. m. at Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSUL
Ray J. Beard, trombone,
Paducah, will be presented in
a senior recital at Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 3:30 p. m.
Special visits of Era of Iron
Revisited will be at two p. m.
at Center Furnace Trail
parking lot, and visit to The
Homeplace at Homeplace
entrance road at 2:30 p. m. in





Don Van Brunt, an In-
ternational Travel Teacher
for the BAHAI FAITH will be
in Murray, Thursday, April 14
for a slide lecture on the
Baha'i Faith Around the
World. The lecture will be held
at Apartment No. 4 Zim-
merman Apartments op South
16th St. at 7:30 p. m.
Mr. Van Brunt has been a
travel teacher in various
-countries around the world
and has served on the National
Spiritual Assembly the
National Administrative body
of the Baha'i Faith) in Alaska
as well as having been the
United Nations represk.itative '
for the National Spiritual
Assembly of Iceland. -
The Baha'i Faith M an In-
dependent World Religion
founded in 1844 by
Bah'a'u'lla'h' (Arabic for the,
Glory_ of God). For more in-
,. formation, cali753-2683 or 753..
9565.
and Mrs. Thomas Houston, all
of Murray. Great grand-
parents are Mrs. Jetta




Food and beverages for
school lunch boxes remain
cool longer if you prechill the
vacuum bottles in which they
are carried. Place open
containers in the refrigerator
overnight before filling.
+OP-
for a bazaar workshop to be
held Tuesday, Apri119, and for
May Fellowship Day at South
Pleasant- Grove' United
Methodist Church on May 6 at
10:30 a.m., with a potluck
luncheon at noon.
At the May meeting of the
circle a tea tawel sholer will
be held for the church kitchen.
Mrs. Walker presented Mrs.
Ralph NeLson with a special
membership pin for United
Methodist Women.
The closing prayer was led
by Mrs. Walker, and refresh-
ments were served to mem-
bers and. two guts, Miss




Mrs. Carroll C. Owen from
the Firs; Baptist Church,
Paris, Tn., was the guest
speaker at the meeting of -the
Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist Church _Women held
_
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. ,Charles R.
Hinman, Jackson, Miss., Mrs.
Sarah Hinman, Memphis, Tn.,
and Kelley Hinman and Steve
Collins, student at South-
wOstern, Memphis, Tn., were
the recent guests of their
grandmother and mother,
Mrs. A. L. Rhodes and their
aunt, Miss -Mayme Whitnell.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Loleta Ryan Stice of Murray





on Tuesday, April 5', at ten a.
m. at the, home 'of Alene
Knight, Panorama Shores.
The speaker spoke on the
subject, _.̀ .:.Facing Everyday
Criseo.'r
Treva Mathis was also a
guest and sang a solo,
"Because He Lives," at the
Edith Noffsinger, chairman,
presided. Also present were
Mable Rogers, Estelle Gray,
Jo Oakley, Wilma Beatty, Fay
Jacks, Reva Riley, LaRue
Wilson, and Louise Miller. .
A luncheon was- served at
the noon hourf
Frendi cooks have adopted
an American dish: carrot slaw.
But instead of serving it as a
salad with a French dressing or
mayonnaise, they offer it as
part of an hors d'oeuvre and




0giniilly 16.00 - 2060
Pre-Wash Jeans 9U To 1288
Originally 11.00 to 1200. 
Long Sleeve Shirts 6"
Originally 16.00 - 22.00
Dress Pants 9U T.12"




Assorted Styles & Colors
Originally 23. 25. 29. 33












Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"The Wrong Way" (X)

















Sun. - 2:30, 7:30
Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only
Fri.-7:20,9:25
Sat. -2:30,7:20,9:25
His whole life was
a million-to-one shot.
!PG!
Matinee Sat. & Sun.











TN Man Who Would Be King
Sean M1chael
Clown " Caine































I colgo r I MI,.
Dorothy lloore Circle Luncheon Held
At Home Of Mrs. Henry McKenzie
The Dorothy Moore Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
held a potluck dinner meeting
on Mond.ay, April-11 at 6":30 p.
m. at the home.of Mrs. Henry
McKenitt with_ ten _members..
and a guest, Evelyn Pearson,
Knoxville, Tn., present.
Following an invocation
given by Mrs. McKenzie
members helped themselves
to the various delicious dishes
spread buffet style in the
kitchen and then were seated
at the dining ' room table
beautifully set with china and
crystal and a lovely cen-
terpiece.
Chairman, Mrs. Walter
Baker presided at the business
Meeting which followed.
Devotions were given by Mrs.
&M. Matarazzo, who read a
section of Walt Whitman's
-poem —Miractes" and closed
with a prayer of thankfulness
for the day's miracles.
Mrs. Olin Moore gave the
program from the book by
Norman Vincent Peal "Stay
Alive All Your Life" reporting
on the chapter "Why Be
_Tense? to- Adjust to
Stress."
NOT TOO MUCH
In recent years, as
nutritionists have learned
more about the functions of
the various nutrients, they
have learned how many of
these are interrelated. For
example, getting too much of
one nutrient may result in an
increased need for another
nutrient. This can create an
imbalance or, if this increased
need is not met, it Clin even
lead to a deficiency. So "a
balanced diet" means not only
getting as much of the
nutrients as we-need, but it
also* means not getting far
more than we need.
Introducing...
The Newest Man From
EQUITABLE
Stephen W. Durbin
The Chester B. Martin District is pleased to an-
nounce the appointment of Mr. Stephen W.
Durbin as a representative in Murray. Steve
was graduated from Murray State University
and is, a fanner retail sales manager. As an
Equitable underwriter, Steve is equipped with
a complete portfolio of Living Insurance con-
tracts to help solve- the financial security
problems of your family. His office is located
at 1203 Chestnut Phone 753-1966.
CHESTER B. MARTIN




The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
New York, ht Y.
To Be Married
Miss Teresa Gave
  wid David ll'aytte Rudiilp.h
Mr. and Mrs. James H. McKinney of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Teresa Gaye, to David Wayne Rudolph, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe E. Rudolph of Dexter Route One.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ross
of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Glen C. McKinney. The
groom-elect's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank Parrish
Of Dexter Route' Oneand Mr. and Mrs: Elmer ecithraii-of
Arlington, Texas. •
The bride-elect is attending Calloway County High School.
The groom-eleet is employed by Jerry Lowry's Clean-Up Shop.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, June 10, at
seven p. m. at the Palestine United Methodilst Church. A recep- .
tion-will follow at-the church. - • *
„Only out of -town invitations are being sent, and all friends
and-relatives-of the-bridal couple are invited to attend thiWad---
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__What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIEba _ _ . - ireeforzt .
(Mar. 71 to Apr. 201
Curb your inbern
aggressiveness now. You cart
attain your objectives, even
',Impassible" -ones, by using
-subtle tactics.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 2))
An appetite for hard work and
consistent accuracy will help




(May 22 to June 21)
Rationalize, think things out
logically before making im-
portant moves. Your seeking,
searching mind will permit you







Leisizre,& 3 Piece Vested
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Boys 8 Girls Sizes 2 to 7
Play Wear _
Shorts, Pants, Shirts,




7he 67t,A, clatter 1
, fa
Bel-Air Shopping Center - 753-1795
Hrs. 10 61 6 Mon.-Sad. 108 Fri.
•
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) Elle)
Be guided by logic in stress
periods. Give anxiety no
—quarter. Be ar.„a rieti- to rept
with -some minor obstacles
width mast-iippear.- -
LEO.
July 24 to Aug. 23)
„§iiirdy _Ofort will see you
through. this day of mostly
variable influences. Some hours
rnay be really "tricky." All




(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) "V
As with Gemini, serious
thoughts should precede serious
steps. .Don't let superficial
attractiveness blind you to
flaws at the core of
propositions.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. M)
Don't be discouraged if .your
efforts seem unappreciated
Instead, draw attentionioihein
— but in a subtle manner.
SCORPIO ni
(Oct.-24 to Nov. 22"
Rule out extremes and risky
chance-taking. It is sometimes
difficult for a native of Scorpio
to stress conservatism, but it's
a IVIUST during this somewhat
misleading period.




An excellent day for dealing
with superiors, for making
them aware of your ultimate
goals and expressing our
willingness to take on ru..,re
responsibilities.
CAPRICORN Vt. k(
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) '41
Take a second look before
accepting new ideas or unusual
propositions. Don't waste time
and energy pursuing a will o'
the wisp. Be especially careful
about financial involvements.
AQUARIUS .7
(.Mn. 21 to Feb. 19) A
Care needed in routine ac-
tivities. Make no drai-tic
changes' arbitrarily, and ae
especially careful about details.
There's a tendency to let the
mind wander when it shouldn't.
PLSCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )-(.
Travel under especially
beneficent influences. In fact,
some exciting circtunstaaces
attending a short trip shiuld
give you a big lift. 
.
YOU BORN TODAY n-
tensely active and ener. 
are a born progressive, a a
versatility that fits yoi, `11*
success in many fields, not, .Y '
Art literature, the law, bus N'S3
management, invention an.. the
theater.- You. tend -1e—ae
emotional, overly aggressrf at
times, and stubborn. too But
once you learn •to-curb these
traits and gain corm,lPte
mastery over self. you Can
reach any height to which )0u
aspire. Birthclate of: Leonardo
di Vinci, famed Italian artist:-
Henry James, Amer. auttic,r;
Elizabeth Montgomery, TV
star. .
April, Month Of Sun And Showers
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College Of Agriculture
"April," according to an old
nursery rhyme, "is the month
of sun and showers and of
pretty wildwood flowers," but
,for farmers, gardeners and
homemakers, it is much,
much more. It is a month of
furious activity both indoors
and.ciut — activities such as
housecleaning, plowing-, -
planting, and, in general,
_getting ready for another-good
crop year.
In nature, April is a month
of new life everywhere — new
lambs, baby chicks, new leaf,
young squirrels, kittens and
fresh green grass. Buds swell
and open in the apple orchard,
pear, peach and cherry trees
bloom and wildflowers by the
thousands emerge _from the
floor Of theforest and in waste
places across the land.
Songirds whose,. voices have
long since been silent, start
tinkling their musical arias In
treetops and, as the. poet
says, "Gladness is born of the
April weather, and the heart is'
as light as a wind tossed
leather."
In April, aSiild timers used
to say teverytbing starts
coming your way," and indeed
it does. But as mentioned
before, it is a very busy
month. In addition to plowing
and planting, there are fruit
trees and shrubs to be scanned
for caterpillar egg masses and
.7smooth-barked trunks of .new
-transplants to be wrapped o'
With burlap or heavy paper to -
prevent sun scald. Also, if you
are bothered with wild onions,
between April 1st and-15th, is a
good time to get after them.
According to UK Weed
control Specialist, Jim
- Wren,. new *Aid onion -bulbs -
start developing about mid-
April and early application of
chemicals will give better
control than if treatment is
.delayed until new bulbs.
develop. Herron recommends
2, 4-0, Banvel-D, Silvex, or
combinations of these
materials in the control of wilej,
onions and states that they are
more effective when air
temperatures range around 60
degrees F. ,For rate of ap-
plication a these chemicars,
read and observe directions on
the package, or contact your
lbeat extalkin agent.
-By this- time,- many -early
vegetables have already been
planted, but wait until the
danger of frost is past to plant
the more tender vegetables
such as sweet corn, cucum-
bers, tomatoes, muskmelons,
Okra and peppers. A lot of old
tithe gardners used to plant a
patch of beans on Good
Friday which, this year,
came on April IL The ,dinger
of frost is not over by that
tune, butit isn't a bad ideate
plant beans on this date,
BURKEEN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Mikeal
Burkeen of Dexter Route
One are the parents of a
baby girl, Heather Renee',
weighing seven pounds
twelve ounces, measuring
19 inches, _ horn .on Wed-
nesday, April 6, 14_12:10 p.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
Count,y Hospital.
The father is employed if
George Hodge & Son,
Murray.
. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Rufe (Bill)
Burkeen, Jr., Dexter Route
One, Mrs. Wanda Williams,
Murray, and Ray Story,
Jr., Murray Route Seven.
Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ruff,-
. Burkeen, Sr., Dexter. Route
One, Mrs. _Ruth Wallace
Futrell and the late R. U.
Wallace, Mrs. 1.exie
Morton and the late Harry
Morton, .aa,d, Ceti*
'Story and the late _Ray
Story, Sr., all of Murray.
Great great grandparents
are Mrs. Effie Futrell,
Murray, Mrs. "Dottie
Lovett, Hardin, and Mrs.
Willie Mae - Morton,
Murray.
SEARING IS OUT
Are you still searing your
roasts? This practice of
cooking, a roast at a high
temperature for a short period
at the beginning or end of the
roasting time is NOT
_ recommended, says the
National Live Stock and Meat
Board. The old theory that
searing seals in juices is
Fallacy. Meat roasted at a
constant, slow to moderate
temperature not only results
in fewer cooking losses but 
also' soolks more evenly,
requires less attention, causes
less spattering and resun
easier cleanup.
especially a small patch."( the
frest helcts off, good. If not, not
too much damage result
and there will still be plenty of
time to replant.
In the latter part of April.
early planted crops may need
thinning and cultivating.
Cultivating will help get ahead
of the weeds and to stay
ahead. Thinning, of course,
will result in larger and
perhaps better quality
vegetables. Radishes, beets
and Carrots nearly always
need a bit of thinning in April.
In the flower garden, the
beauty of the tulip beds will be
there to see and to enjoy in
April. As they fade, remove
the flowers and do not let the
seed pods form. Do not,
however, disturb the tulip
foliage. And since petunias
can stand temperatures down
to 29 degrees, they can be
started during the latter part
of this month. To give an idea
on just- how hardy these
flowers are, a few years ago a
•
bed of volunteer petunias were
observed blooming .r1
Christmas Day.
Other tasks well worth doing
in April include checking. the
beehives to see how well the
bees are faring after this.
unusoally cold winter, setting
out a strawberry patch and




splanting shrubs or trees last iv
fall, this can still be done with
a goad chance of survival for
the transplants. UK hor-
ticulturists say Aprail is one .of
the best months Tor tran-
splanting holly trees.
The 30 days of April are,
always busy days. They are
happy days, usually, and
mark the recurrence of that
age-old miracle spring. It is
good to be busy 'during the
month, but not too busy. In
getting the April; job done.—
take time out to enjoy this






Will be closed to the
public Saturday night,
April 16 in order to
accommodate the




We want to thank our many customers
for their cooperation during this event.
Western Kentucky 'N leading





Beautifully fashioned dresses that
know no limits for city, for traveling
times, these are the fantastic new
summer dresses from Bright's! ChooSe
from sleeveless, cap sleeve short
sleeve and long sleeve in summer
brights plus white. Junior, missy.
and half-sizes moderately priced at
' only 22.00 to 68.00 Hurry in
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Mother-Daughter Ban quel
Held By Murray High FHA
Ten members of the Murray
High School Chapter of .the
Future Homemakers of
America will have their state
FHA degrees conferred On
them at' the state FHA
meeting April 22 and 23 at the
Galt House in - Louisville,
according to the an-
nouncement-made by Mrs. G.- -
T. Lilly, advisor, at the annual
Mother-Daughter banquet of
the local chapter, held recently
at the high school cafeteria.
The memberk*completing
the reqiiirements for this state
degree are Teresa Cun-
pinghatn, Debbie Wilson, -
Danna Shipley, Beth Outland,
Jane Ann Turner, Janet
Murray High School students who are members of the
,local chapter of the Future Homemakers of America
who have state FHA degrees-conferred on them at the
Kentucky FHA meeting at Louisville are, left to right,
tront row, Debbie Wilson, Danna Shipley, Beth Outland,
standing Jane Ann Turner, Janet Smith, Delaine Hon-
chul, Terri McCord, Delores Honchul, and Jan Outland.
Teresa Cunningham was not present when thy picture
was made
FHA members at Murray High School receiving junior
degrees were, left to right, top photo, seated, Mary Lin-
dsey, Becky Hough, first row, Sharon Whaley, Susan
Stripling Julie Sams, Valerie King, Samar Myfood, Beth
Taylor, second row, Robyn Ray, Michelle McGeeHee,
Mary Morris, Martha Pittman, Cathy Outland, Mary Ann
Robests; bottom photo, seated, Catherine Dick, Stacy
Fulton, first row, Karen Brandon, Marla Alesancler, Linda
Apperson, Julie 10ington, second row, Lee Bryan, Kay
Adams, Tracy Brown, Susan Crass, Carol Dick, and
Deena Daily.
Smith, Delaine Honchul,
Delores Honchul, Terri Mc-
Cord, and Jan Outland.
Toastmistress for the
banquet ,was Jan Outland,
first vice-president, in the
absence, of Teresa Cun-
ningham, prefident.
Honorary membership.from
the Chapter was conferred on
Gene Bailey for his many
services to the group. Miss
Outland presented him with a
plaque for this horairary
membership.
Presenting special music
for the evening were Kathy
May and Lisa Francis who
was accompanied by her
sister, Jeannie Francis.
Dinner music was by Rita
Evilts, Anne Gregory, and
Rhonda Sledd.
A.B. Crass gage' the in-
vocation, .Danna Shipley gave
the welcome, awl Mrs. John
Gregory. gave the response.
The members repeated the
FHA ('rd in unison.
tionorary members in-
trIMuced were Fred Schultz,
Eli Ateicander, Clara Hum-
phrey, Betty Scott, Charlotte
Barker, G. T. I.illy, and
Dortha Bailey, also .one of the
advisors. &hers recognized
included Mrs. Alexander,
Mrs. John Hina, Dr. and Mrs.
Ray Reeves, Gene Bailey,
Eddie Rollins, FHA Beau,
Joan Upton, student teacher,
Mesdames. Joe Dick, G AB.
Jones, W J. Pitman, Hens&
Fulton, Alfred Lindsey, and
Willie Williams, chapter
mothers, Mrs. A. B. Crass and
Mrs. 6* Te Lilly, also advisors.
MeMbers receiving chapter
-degrees were Dana Mansfield,
Karen Bailey, Rita Evitts,
Rhonda Sledd, Angela Camp,
Becky West, Mitzi Cathey, and
Gene Lovett.
' Receiving junior degrees'
were Robyn Ray, Michelle
A4cGeeHee, Mary :Morris,
Martha Pittman, Cathy
Outland, Mary 'Ann Roberts,
Lee Bryan, Kay Adams,
Tracy Brown,- Susan Crass,
Carol Dick, Deena. Daily,
Mary Lindsey, Becky Hough,
Sharon Whaley, Susan
Stripling, Julie Sams, Valerie
King, Samar Myfood, Beth
Taylor. Catherine Dick, Stacy-
Fulton, Karen _BrandoR,
-Marla Alexander, I.inda
Apperson, and ' Julie
Billington.
The back drop for the
speaker's table was a large.
sign; -Welcome Mom," from
the FHA. The tables were
decorated with buttercups and
light yellow candles with
green and yellow place mats.
A large arrangement of
yellow, white, and lavender
flowers adorned the head
table.
At one time women were not
allowed inside a mushroom-
growing house, according to
National Geographic, because.
their presence was believed to
endanger the crop. ,






For Those Hot Days
Ahead. We Have The
Cool Look in well known






Behind Jim's Shoe Outlet
Honorary membership was conferred upon t,eiie
Bailey by the Murray High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America at the Mother-Daughter
Banquet held at the school. Jan Outland, first vice-
president, made the plaque presentation. Those in the
background are Danna Shipley and Mrs. Charles -
Outland.
Chapter degrees were received by eight members of
the Murray High School Chapter of the future
Homemakers of ,.America. They were, left to right,
seated, Dana MansRetd, Karen Bailey, Rita Evitts, stan-
ding Rhonda Sledd, Angela Camp, Becky West, Mitzi
Cathey, and Gena Lovett.
• ,4 - _
,






Women Urged To Examine' For Cancer -




"Happy" Rockefeller's life in
1974 when breast cancer was
discovered.
Almost two years after
surgery for the removal of her
left and then her right breast,
Mrs. Rockefeller urged
American women to act
promptly and courageousb,
she had done - inspired by the
earlier experkince of Mrs.
Betty Ford.
"If you suspecisomethingeis
wrong, go to your doctor right
away. Don't waste time on
disbelief. Find out and don't
be afraid," she wrote in a
May, 1976. Reader's Digest
article.
Mrs. Rockefeller advised
women who do have breast
surgery to keep mentally and
Physically active during their
rectiperation.,
"Don't dwell on your loss.
Perhaps4on Will be fortunate
as! was-and find yourse- if• as I
have, even happier than
before. The joy of living is a


























Vie &liege 5il1tip Phone753-3242
Central Shopping Center...Murray, Ky.
Baby Girl Burkeen (mother
Ginger), Rt. 1, Dexter. c-)2
•
‘161Talmadge Puckett, Rt. I,
Dexter, Miss Ttersa REd 
wards, Rt. 8, Benton, Floyd
Alexander, 213 N. Brewer, "•
Paris, Tn., Mrs._ Hazel W.
Patterson, New Concord, Mrs.
Jennie L. Hanson-,-
Springville, Tn., Calvin D.
Gibson, Box 9, Hazel, Mrs.
Ruby J. Leslie, 216 S. 15th.,
Murray, Mrs. Betty J. Dunn,
Greenwood Wills Apt. F,
Cadiz, Charles L. Smith, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Harold J. Jones, 411
Cedar, .Fulton, Greely Bur-
nett, Box 96, Hazel, Mrs.
Fannie -K. Holmes, , 1006
Reynolds, Paris, Tn., Miss
Jana M. Hamilton, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. Monica G.
Walston, Rt. 2, Box 99,
Murray, Mrs. Kay J. Loines,
Box 883, Paris, Tn., Glenn E.
Forrester,- 603 - Boyd St.,-
Paducah, -Mrs. Madelene
Tynes, Rt. 1, Murray, Commie
E. Cain, Rt. 1, ,Almo, Mrs.
Myrtis Stubblefield, Rt .% 5,
Murray, Johnny E. Stub-
blefield, Rt. 5, Murray, Hal
Mathis, Dexter, Mrs. Helen
Clark, Box 5, Dexter, Mrs.
Lillie E. Jackson, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Haven Veros, 310
S. 6th., Murray, Mrs. Bertha
P. Atkins, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs: -
Vera„.Aciams, Fern Terrace
Ldg., Murray, Mrs. Jessie M.
Robinson, 805 Sha-Wa Circle,
Murray, Mrs. Reba Wilson,
823 Hurt Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Helen E. Weldon, 410
Memorial Dr., Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Lucille Pafford, 804
Curtis St.., Paris, Tn., Robert
Helm expired). Rt. 1, Calvert
City. -
DISMISSALS
Columbia University in New
'York was originally named
King's College.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora











































Denim Jumpsuits Reg. 34.99 llo$:4-1-9.99-
Re-g. 37.99. Now 15.99
Reg.'17.99 Now 8.99
Reg. 19.99 Now 8.99
Reg. i 9.99 Now 8.99
SALE! FASHION GAUCHO SETS




_100% nylon, long and-Short
40v,vns, coots and pcnamos. -
Regular 5.99 299
SALE! SPRING HANDBAGS
Kee.' otel Th.o utVl Spring
handbags you've been waiting for, at
a fantastic'price. •
Regular 6.99 to 9.99
399
• BANK AMERICARD *Open 10 to ̂  • c, 19 30 to 5 30























Dust Hinders Clean-Up In Flood Stricken Areas
By BILL BERGarR9*
Assokiated Press Writer .
PINEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Less than two weeks ago,
three flooding rivers
threatened life and property-in
eastern Kentucky. Now,
chokiag clouds, of dust felt by
the receding waters hinder
cleanup operations.
The dust is terrible,"
Pineville City Judge Bob
Madon told Gov., Julian
Carroll, who Wednesday made
his third helicopter tour of
Appalachian towns that were
ravaged by last week's floods.
At Harlan, state police U.
Tom Rakestraw told the
governor, "Our boys directing
traffic are wearing surgical
masks. They just about have
to breathe."




governor, relayed a request to
Frankfort for delivery of 2,000
surgical masks to Pineville.
In the dusty streets of
Pineville, Harlan, South
Williamson and Pikeville,
workers shoveled and swept
soggy debris and mud from
houses and boarded up stores.
Sodden belongings and store
goods — some dragged out to
dry and some beyond saving
— lined the streets.
Picketing Planned
At Horne Of UK
Head Singletary
As he splashedithiough the
muddy interior of a drug store
in downtown Pineville, Carroll
said, ''These people have a big
liackbOtie."
A brown line on the wall
showed that the waters of the
Cumberland River had
stabout a foot below the ceiling
at the height of the flood,
which left six Kentuckians
----------
dead and causedAt.least $100
million in damage.
Aside from cleaning the
street k and the homes that are
still standing, local officials
told Carroll that the main
problem is finding temporary
shelter for those whose houses
were destroyed.
"Just in east Pineville,
there were 14 homes washed
away," said Bell County
Judge Willie Hendrickson.
"Trailers were picked up and
like matchsticks."
Of Pineville's 2,800
residents, 2,200 were forced
from their homes by the flood,
said Hendrickson. He added
that he had heard damage
estimates as high as $8.5
million for Pineville alone.
Businesses also were hit This will have to come from
hard, he said. "One auto Federal Disaster Assistance
dealerlost 121 new vehicles." Administration ( FDAA
lifunediate government aid programs, he said:- "There's
has been effective in providing so much paperwork involved.
shelter and food for Bell If some of that could be jarred
.County residents, Hen- loose, we could get started."
drickson said, "but what we Another stop on Carroll's
need now is federal seed tout was the F'DAA center at
Money to get rebuilding Harlan High School. Hundreds
started." of flood victims lined up at




Flood damage to eastern
Kentucky school buildings,
textbooks, equipment, school
buses and auxiliary facilities
could total more than $20
million, state education of-
ficials say.




damage were based on in-
formation gathered by a team
of Education Department




teamed up with Federal
Disaster Assistance
Administration represen-
tatives Wednesday to begin
assessing the damage in
detail.
Arnold Gimp, - deputy
-directOr of the -Education'
Department's --Kiiiiati of
Administration and Finance,
LEXINGTON, KY. (AP) — said Wednesday that school
A group of University of districts are assured of,
Kentucky- employes is plan- federal disaster assistance to requires a lead time of about
ning to picket the home of 30.days, such a request may_ ... , ...
 president Otis Singletary 
,
. _ .
Friday to protest an average Observation points may Be
14 per cent increase in room
and board costs.
An organizing committee Established To Issue Warnings
supplement their insurance
benefits. The only remaining
question is to determine the
extent of the losses, he said.
As cleanup efforts continued
in the dusty, mud-caked
eastern Kentucky com-
munities, Guess said he hoped
classes resumed as quickly as
possitile.
The educational program
was already impaired by
school closings during the
snowy, cold winter, and Guess
said it is urgent that pupils
return to class to make up the
required number of days
before June 30.
In many cases, schools will
be reopened without amenities
such as carpeting, he said, as
long as they are usable. Where
a school has been damaged
beyond immediate repair,
officials will try to locate
temporary classrooms in
churches or other buildings.
If a community cannot come
up with a suitable temporary
facility the federal govern-
ment could bring in mobile
classroom units, Guess said.
But since that generally
for the American Federation
of State, County and 'CHARLESTON, W.Va. (A)
'Municipal Employes safel--liNatIonal Weather Service
Wednesday that salaries are spokesman said Wednesday
that official observer points
may be established on West,
Virginia mountaintops to help
prevent another situation such
as that which caused last
week's record flooding.
Hydrologist Phil Zinn of the
weather service's Charleston
office, said an act of nature —
rainfall of up to 15 inches in
slated to go up only five per
cent.
A statement issued by the
committee said in part: If
Singletary feels Kentucky
needs 14 per cent more income
to meet its expenses, how are
we employes to meet our
expenses on a five per cent
wage increase?"
Our finest tire
is now on sale
CUT 15%







piss St 13 ftritrili time let
ThelloadHandler is built with 2 steel belts...
our strongest belting material. Plus 2 radial
cord body plies for the handling that made ra-
dial-tires famous.-free rtoday!
Call Seers Vidty-leutluribiedlliiiliffitliiiiit TiF





1977 Spring Big Book
Sears 48 'maintenance-free
battery... you never add water
- '2799 12-voltS11.19 With trade-in
• Now on sale
*Shipping, installation extra • Prices are Catalog prices
Batas/action Guaranteed or Your 'Money Back
Sears




some areas — ana no. "Ian's
misuse of the land caused the
flooding in southern West
Virginia,. Kentucky, and
Virginia.
Zinn -said warnings were
issued to 'residents before the
floods, but there was no way to
predict the severity of the
flooding because forecasters
did not know just how much
rain had fallen.
Official measurements
taken in the valleys showed a
two day rainfall of 5.1 inches,
Zinn said. But the deluge was
much heavier on the
ridgetops, where there are no
official observer points.
He said three intense
periods of rain carried up
from the Gulf of Mexico by
upper level winds occurred
back-to-back on the same day.
"The warm, moist air had to
rise over the mountains and it
cooled, which creates more
rainfall at higher elevations,"
Zinn said.
"I think given that amount
of rainfall in any area, even if
it didn't have strip mining or
forest fires, you would have
had major flooding."
Gov., Jay Rockefeller and
environmentalists had
charged that land denuded by
strip mining permitted rapid
runoff of the rain into the Tug
and Levisa forks of the Big
Sandy River and other
streams in the mountainous
area of southern West
Virginia, eastern Kentucky,
and western Virginia.
In addition, West Virginia
forestry officials said forest
fires contributed to the runoff
by burning decayed
vegetation on forest floors
which normally acts as a
sponge and holds rainfall.
But Zinn maintains that the
heavy rainfall was responsible
for the flooding. If you get
this type of rainfalt, regar-
dless. of the condition of the
land, you're going to have
major flooding,- Zinn said.
"There are indications we
had as much as 10 to 15 inches
of rain on the McDowell
County, W. Va. - Buchanan
County, Va., line," Zinn said.
"The majority of it fell in one
day, beginning very early
Monday morning and through
Monday night.
In an effort to measure the
exact amount of rain in the
upper elevations where there
were no official
measurements, Zinn said,
"We have a man out doing
what we call a bucket survey.
In essence, we go into areas
where we aid not have ob-
servers and talk to people who
had any sort of container
outside."
Now, he said, official ob-
server points may be
established on the moun-
taintops to provide more
adequate warning.
not be feasible, he added.
How school districts adjust
their calendars to meet the
required number of school
days is up to each school
board. Their plans must be
approved by the state board.
Many school districts
already have had to lengthen
the school year In order to
make up days lost during the
severe winter, so trying to
squeeze in extra days may Ele
difficult.
"If they can't find a way to
do it, then they've got a
serious problem," Guess said.
He said he expects school
superintendents to begin_
contacting the Education.
Department within the next
few days to discuss how to
• make up lostdays.
Meanwhile, eastern Ken-
tucky residents continued to
stream into disaster
assistance centers Wednesday
to SOply for federal-aid. An
eighth center opened it Belfry
in Pike County to. rellev4
--congtistton—at the Pik
,enter.
Larry Arnett, plans and
operations officer for the state
Division of Disaster and
' Emergency Services, said the
centers are expecting large
numbers of flood victims to
continue - applying for aid
—through , Friday, when the
number should begin to
' diminish.
Most flood victims get aid"
"almost right on the spot,"
whether it's food stamps or a
loan from the Small Business
Administration, Arnett said.
Those who can't qualify for
any other kind of assistance
• may be eligible for individual
and family grants of up to
evMe--1S0001181/111. --- -
Since such grants must be
reviewed by a state board.
they may take several weeks
to process, he said.
And the process of getting
assistance to repair and
rebuild public buildings,
public utilities and roads is
longer still, in some- eases
taking 'up to two years, he
said.
rows Of tables there to -ask
representatives of various
government agencies for help.
Officials said 1,740 people
have applied for temporary
housing, business loans and
other aid at the-Harlan center
since it opened Siuiday.
More than 1,000 families
have been certified for about
$141,000 in food stamp aid
alone at the Harlaneenter.
At South Williamson, on the
West Virginia border,
cominassistang.c e has been slow in
"In areas like this, where
we have not had com-
munications, it has not been
good," Carroll said.
Officials said thousands of
people have been forced from
their homes along a 40-mile
stretch along the Tug Fork of
the Big Sandy River, north
and south of South William-
son.
Ray Roberts, administrator
of the Appalachian Regional
Hospital at South Williamson,
said the hospital is sheltering
50 flood refugees and serving
2,500 meals a day to flood
victims. Other shelters have
been set up in schools and
-churches.
Carroll was told that South
Williamson's food needs are
being met, but that manpower
and equipment for the cleanup
are woefully short.
"They need health people in
here to check the water. They
need cleanup people and they
need security in here — all of
which we're going to respond
to immediately," Carroll said.
Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson, also on the
tour, said he would send ad-
ditional men and equipment to
the area.
Carroll .said state police
Commissioner Kenneth
Brandenburgh, also along,
would attend to security
needs.
Considering thedamage in
the river communities he
toured. Carroll said, "they're
coming along remarkably
well.
"It's an unholy mess," he
said. "I knew what to expect
ben/Me-rife. been ' in - fiends—
before."
Buf-imded, "I've talked
to a lot of people today —
asked them how they were
being taken care4. Mocii to,
my surprise, there wasn't a
complainer among them.
"They seem to realize," he
said, "that we're doing what
we can and that it's going to
take sometime."
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Hernandez Swinging Hot
me.
. Since then, when he was batting a miniscule .187, Her-
nandez' red-hot bat has been doing the talking for him. He
batted .333 after the All-Star break, finishing at .289 and is off
to a .318 start with three homers and eight RBI in only five
games this season.
"The second half of last year kind of broke the ice," he
said. "I feel more relaxed and confident. :But one week
doesn't make the season. I have to maintain it throughout the
season. I'm not a home run hitter; I'm a line drive hitter. I
just happened to get under a few. It'll level out over the
course of the season.
If I swing for the fences I'm just cheating myself.
Besides, home runs don't really tnean that much; the im-
portant things are runs batted in and-runs scopell."
The 23-year-old first baseman does not ,infend to cheat
himself any more.
-In the past, 14got.pff to bad starts because I was worried
about what pitches they were going to throw me," he said.
' •I've made up my, mind to just go up there and swing and be
inore aggressive at the plate. I'm not going to let myself get
cheated. In the past, I cheated myself because I'd go up there
thinking too much.
- "In those days, I was worried that if I didn't look good, I
wouldn't play tomorrow. I was down about as low as you can
get last year. I was beginning to wonder if I could hit big
league pitching. But when you're down at rock-bottom the
only way to go is up. Now, even if I go 0-for-4 I know I'm going
to be in there tomorrow."
,Hernandez, a left-handed batter, homered off lefty reliever
Bob Myrick. All three of his homers have come off
southpaws. Ted Simmons contributed a two-run homer off
loser Craig Swan, while Lou Brock had a run-scoring triple
and Hernandez and Bake McBride triggered uprisings with
doubles.
-That was all JOhn Denny, 2-0, needed to beat the Mets for
the sixth lime in seven career decisions. He surrendered two
runs, seven hits and four walks in seven innings.
Stick,,T.ards Rip Meti
ere By HEFtSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API — Keith Hernandez remembers when it
lilt turned around for him. After all, how could anyone forget
the dathe became a major league hitter?
"It was against Chicago's Bill Bonham last July. I hit a
pitch that had been giving me trouble all year, and I hit it
good," Ilernandez said Wedesday after hitting a double and a
two-run homer in the St. Louis Cardinals' 7-3 triumph over
the New York Meta. 
,But that is all Hernandez will say about his arrival as a big
league hitter. He will not even disclose the type of pitch
Bonham threw "because I don't want to get anyone mad at
• I
Four Matches Go Split
Sets, Racers Lose 6-3
Bennie Purcell must be
wondering what this team
must do to win. •
Afterall, you are entitled to
a breiti every now and then.
But the breaks didn't come for
Purcell and his Murray State
tennis team Wednesday af-
ternoon as they lost a 6-3
league match at the MSU
Tennis Complex to Middle
Tennessee.
Four of the nine matches
played during the day.._ went
into split sets. The breaks?
Middle won all four. Had
Murray broken even and won
two of the four split •set
matches, the Racers would
have copped the victory.
The string of tough luck
started at number one where a
much-improved Del Purcell
lost 6-4, 3-6 and 7-5 to Middle's
Lasse Durham, one of the top
netters in the conference.
Roger Westfall of the
Racers had little trouble as he
coasted to a 6-2, 6-1 win at two
over Dale Short. At number
three, Middle's Peter Heffnra
won two and two over Jeff
Leeper.
The number four singles
play.foung.Roger Berthiaume
of the Racers losing 7-6 and 6-3
to Chris Baker.
Murray's Sam Pruitt won
his first set at number five, 7-
5, over Tony Fernandez but
then lost the next two sets
three and three.
'At six, Tom Lie of the
Racers took an easy 6-1, _6-1
win over Mike Patrick.
Purcell and Leeper took the
.only win for Murray in the
doubles. They won 6-4 and 7-5
over Heffnra and Baker. In
_fact, Purchell and Leeper-
have been almost unbeatable
this season at number two.
The other two doubles
_matches went—split sets 
Westfall.Lie lost1-5, 6-7-and 6-
3 at number one to Durchman-
Short while at the third spot,
Pruitt-Berthiaume lost 4-6, 6-4
and 6-3 to Patrick-Fernandez.
The loss drops the Murray
State record to 3-9, and a mark
which does not indicate the
kind of tennis the Racers have
been playing this season.
Murray will be in Lexington
Friday to play Kentucky then
will play at Western Kentucky
Saturday and at Memphts
State Sunday.
The next home match for
the Racer netters will be next
Thursday against Vanderbilt.
TENNIS
BUENOS AIRES — Ion
Tiriac of Romania defeated
Lorenzo Sorieno 6-3, 6-2 in a
—qualifying match of the La
. Plata tennis tournament.
referees picketed outside the
Capital Centre prior to the
game, prompting Fitch.te- Say
of Powers: "I'd have been the
happiest guy in the world if I
had gone by the picket line
and seen him with a sign in his
hand." ---
Chenier sank eight of 12
shots in the first half, scoring
21 points as the Bullets opened
up a 53-39 lead while getting
only four points from Elvin
Hayes, the team's regular
season scoring leader.
As Fitch headed for the exit,




MAN Of THE HOUR—Stan Giesler was the hero in tile second game of the doubleheader Thur-
sday when he hit a line shot bock toward the box and reached base on his two-out, bases-loaded
hit to give the 'Breds a 6-5 win over Memphis State,
Chenier Scores 38 As
Bullets Edge By 'Cavs
By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
LANDOVER, .Md. (AP) —
.,Coach Bill Fitch "of the
Cleveland Cavaliers may find
it hard to believe
Washington's Phil Chenier
was ever in a slump, but he's
convinced referee Richie
Powers is in a rut.
- Chenier, who hit only 16
percent of his shots during a
seven-game stretch late in the
'National ._ *Basketball
Association regular season,
scored 38 points Wednesday
night as the Bullets downed
Cleveland 109-100 to open the
Eastern Conference
preliminary round playoff.
The game was the only
playoff action Wednesday
night, and the best-of-three
series will continue Friday
night on Cleveland's home
court.
Golden State, clown--04-and-
on the brink of elimination,
plays at Detroit in the only
game on tonight's card.
The two other series resume
Friday. Boston, leading 1-0, is
at San Antonio and Portland,
leading 1-0, is at Chicago.
Washington, upset in the
conference semifinals by
Cleveland last year, was in
command all the way and led
- 84-59 before the Cavs poured in
- 41 fourth quarter points to
make the final score
respectable.
"Washingto-ii's.
effort, but spent most of his
time after the game blasting
Powers, one of two non-
striking NBA officialS-  ,who
worked the game along with
Roger McCann of the Eastern
League.
"I'm not saying anything
about the  guys filling in,"
Fitch said of the substitute
officials hired to replace the 24
referees who walked out
Sunday in a contract dispute.
That wasn't my problem
tonight."
"My problem was with the
Lord," Fitch said of the
veteran Powers, who ejected
the Cleveland coach on two
technical fouls with 7:22
remaining in the third period.
"Trying to talk with him is
like getting an audience with
the Pope."
Eight of the 24 striking
free throws he made following
the technicals, and Cleveland
trailed 66-47.
Hayes wound up with 21
points aril 10 rebounds despite
his slow start, and Kevin
Greavy had 16 points for the
Bullets, who were outscored
by five field goals but hit 31 of
34 free throws. Washington's
Wes . Unseld grabbed 16
rebounds and Tom Henderson
handed off 11 assists.
Cleveland was led by Foots
Walker, who scored 20 points
as a replacment for Jim
Cleamons, the playmaker
who is out of the playoffs with
a groin injury.' Elmore Smith
'scored 17 and Campy Russell
had 16 while missing 13 of 19
shots.
Center Nate Thurmond, who
underwent knee surgery in
February and was reactivated
for the playoffs, was not used
There _are_ npenings--for-tiffitch. - . .
anyone who would like to be a  
coach in the T-Ball League
this summer.
In addition to the coaching
jobs, someone is needed to
assume the responsibilities as
president of the league.
Youngsters who are five and
six-years old compose the
league. Registration plans for
the league will be announced
later.
For -further Artforinatiorr—
about becoming ' a coach,
contact Steve Samrnons at 753-
-1T94-02ingtWIRy and during
the evening hours 'Sammons
may be reached at 753-9297.
To Be Honored
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. 1API —
Saturday has been proclaimed
"Coach Joseph Wheeler
Sewell Day" in Alabama by
Gov. George C. Wallace in
honor of the former University
of Alabama football and
baseball star who recently
was named to Baseball's Hall
of Fame.
The Titus, Ala., native will
be honored during halftime of




Alabama in 1921, Sewell began


















Alaskan King Crab Nights will be Thurs., & Fri., May 5 & 6.
We will feature this delicacton the first Thurs. & Fri. Sfights each month.











Boston 6, Los Angeles 2, Bos-
ton leads series 2-0.
New York Islanders 4, Buf-
falo 2, New York leads series 2-
0.
Montreal 3, St. Louis 0, Mon-
treal leads series 2-0.
Toronto 4, Philadelphia 1, To-
ronto leads series 2-0.
Friday's Games
New York Islanders at Buf-
falo
Philadelphia at Toronto







Quebec at New England, Que-
bec leads series. 2-0.
Series B
Thursday's Game
Cincinnati at Indianapolis, In-
dianapolis leads series 2-0.
Series C
Wednesday's Result
Houston 4, Edmonton 3 OT,





Winnipeg at San Diego, Win-
nipeg leads series ,
Canadiens' Unbeaten String
0 Up To 36, Edge By Blues 3-0
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
There's nothing like a
winning streak to keep people
smiling during -the National
Hockey League playoffs. The
teams that are winning these
days — the New York Islan-
ders, Montreal , Canadiens,
Boston Bruins and Toronto
Maple Leafs — have compiled
some pretty impressive
streaks.
—The Islanders beat the
Buffalo Sabres 4-2 for their
sixth consecutive win in ,the
playoffs Wednesday night on
the third consecutive game-
winning goal by left wing
Clark Galles. The triumph
extended goalie Billy Smith's
personal unbeaten string to 13
games over-all and to eight
straight *victories over the
Sabres.
—The Canadiens beat St.
Louis 3-0 for their 10th
consecutive playoff. victory
over the Blues and their sixth
straight post-season triumph,
while extending their home
unbeaten string ,to 36 games,
with 30 victories and six ties.
—The Bruins clubbed Los
Angeles 6-2 for their third
straight over the Kings, and
the Maple Leafs trimmed the
Flyers 4-1 for their second
straight at the Philadelphia
Spectrum. That is im-
pressive because Toronto had
won only once in six years
there before the playoffs.
The loss extended the
Flyers' playoff losing string to
six games, including Mon-
treal's four-game sweep in the
*anley Cup final last spring.
The results gave the win-
ners 2-0 leads in the best-of-
seven quarter-final series.
Islanders 4, Sabres 2
New York rallied from a 2-0
deficit, scoring four con-
secutive goals after Buffalo
had displayed—power and
strength in the first half of the
game.
Gillies, who scored the
series clinching goal in the
preliminary round and the
winner in the opener of the
Sabres' series, broke a 2-2 tie
Dy netting a rebound at 8:30 of
the third period.
Canadiens 3, Blues 0
Guy Lafleur raised his
scoring output to four goals
and four assists in two games
against St. Louis while Steve
Shutt and Bob Gainey added
the tallies which backed Ken
Dryden's 23-save shutout for
Montreal.
Maple Leafs 4, Flyers 1
On March 7, Toronto won at
Philadelphia for the first time
in six years. Now in 72 hours,
they collected....,a two-game
winning streak. •
Bob Neely and Stan Weir
scored power-play goals and
Dave Williams gave Toronto a
3-0 lead before the Flyers got a
goal from Rick MacLeish.
Lanny McDonald closed out
the scoring
As for the Flyers, who have
won the Stanley Cup twice in
the last three years, the losing
streak is mystifying.
"It might be better to play in
Toronto," said goalie Bernie
Parent, who was replaced in
the third period by Wayne
Stephenson. "It may take a
little pressure off the guys."
Bruins 6, Kings 2
Stan Jonathan, Terry
O'Reilly and Bobby Schmautz
scored- in a 3:39 span of the
first period, putting Boston
ahead for good. Schmautz
scored again later, picking up
his fifth goal in two games.
Ali To Work Out
MIAMI BEACH; Fla. ( AP)
— World heavyweight
champion Muhammad Ali will
fight two -three-round
exhibition matches Saturday
on a card featuring a
heavyweight bout between
Larry Holmes and Stan Ward.
Ali said Wednesday he will
go three rounds each with
Jody Ballard and Michael
"Dynamite" Doakes.
Ali said he wanted "to show
my full support" for promoter
Don King, ABC Television
Sports and "all the others who
are responsible for the United
States Boxing Championships.
This boxing tournament is
good for boxing and it's good
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Flowers & Greenhouse
917 Coldwater Phone 753-3880
Authenoc design in
*wk. cotton-rayon pile
Natural colors 44x 72
SALE PRICE
12.95
Reg Price 134 95





Style Perfect • Fanfare. Foirmeui
and Young Ideas Books Over
300 patterns to choci,se frorri
Inclutlingfrocks.-mciors. prepasted •
and stnppables Packaged in
doub roils Sale once $14 12 to
SIT 96 single roll Reg price $550
to $15 95 single roll In Stock •
wallcovenngon'sale tri stores
where tioarkitile Check the one
nearest you
on Style Perfectf"..Eieritoge.50 carpeting
IOW', polyester saxorattn 5t9
solid colors and tweeds
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$/n49 . -
WirLI re,/ pnce $13 49 sq yd.
Save 2 a sq. pi
on Style Perfect'" Captor carpeting
100% Nylon Dense pile
,sanony with subtle blerickng




V sr). yd. reg price $9 99 sq yd






4 whole lot more.
Free deeeretk, service SW SookAttrerkerd, Mester Mgt, or ow exteoded credit terms.
ITN stores, loeledlog see seer pow.
Southside Manor Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 753-3321
AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048
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7--1'71T1181r° - "bag-
,•
SAFE AT HOME-A Memphis State runner slides into the plate and is safe. The play readied
when Murray pitcher Mike Grieshaber, who has the ball and is making Hs* tog, threw a
ch. The catcher is Ted Poe, who hit a solo homerun in the 7-2 loss in the opening games
twinbill with Memphis State.





NEW YORK (AP) - ABC
television, Notre Dame, Pitt,
Florida, Florida State,
Mississippi State, the World
Series and the ever-present
NCAA are all embroiled in
negotiations which, even-
tually, will result in the an-
nouncement of ABC's college
football sthedule.
But not before a few
problems are ironed out.
-PrOblem - ABC wants to
kick off its 1977 schedule with
Notre Dame vs. Pitt Sept. 10.
The Fighting Irish, good club,
good ratings, vs. the defending
national champs. 'Sounds

















YOURS HAS ME John-
son's MAGIC MARK-
your groceries on that
ticket '11W cost you
nothing.
Approximately




but hasn't made an official ,
announcement, which lee yes-
the schools in a bind. "We're
still waiting," says/Notre
words of one source. It wants Dame SID Roger Valliserri.
its game! against Florida "I'm not going !to 2rint up
State, which has been swit- 200,000 pockete'schelules and
ched to Dec. 3, to be televised then find out the st.hedule has
regionally. That would give been changed."
the Gators three • TV ap- Another sidelight involves
Pearances in 1977 - a national Misiissippi State-Florida,
game against Georgia and Which has already been
regional contests against switched from a night game to,
Florida State and Mississippi a day game Sept. 24 for TV.
State. But Miccissippi State is on
"We would not move unless probation for recruiting
we thought we were coming violations and the NCAA won't
out of it in ap advantageous let ABC announce anything
position,a.0114. as exposure about Mississippi State until
and income," says Florida its probation ends in early
SPorts information director September.
Norm' Carlson. "The whole -Problem - ABC is
trade is a good deal for us. We televising the World Series for
had to drive a hard bargain, the first time this year and, as
They want to open with the it turns out, Game Six might
defending No. 1 team and the well be played Oct. 22. That is
probable No. 1 team. We had the same date that Notre
Dame plays Southern Cal.
ABC wants that game
desperptely, but to get it the
network must get asetall to
PI TTSBU RGH- (AP-1=-1'r- schedule- a late start-for the-
Dennis Owchar, a defensernan World Series that day.
for the National Hockey -Solytpn There re-ally
"LeAgike's • Pittsburgb,....tan't one yet. ̀ Tthink we will
Penguins, has been ordered have a solution in a week or so
held for court on charges that will solve all these
stemming from an office problems and not create any
fracas.
Owchar, 23, and Louis
Paracca, 29, of Pittsburgh
were charged Wednesday with
disorderly conduct and ob-
structing the administration
of justice after allegedly in-
terfering with police who
responded to a call about a
woman being beaten during a
party.
The woman, Linda Hicks,
20, reportedly was lying on a
bed unconscious ,when police
arrived.
Introduced into evidence at
the hearing was a police
report stating that Miss Hicks
had received threatening
phone calls and obscene
pictures since the March 26
incident.
Ordered To Court
is,already scheduled to play them in a corner if that's the
Florida Sept. /ti  game they really want."
-Solution - Florida has ABC, despite some
agreed to move its Pitt game grumbling, has tentatively
to 'Oct. 8 and both Pitt and agreed to Florida's demands
Notre Dame have agreed to
play Sept. 10. Florida,
however, has demanded ''a
little meat on the bone," in the
new ones," says Dave
Meister, who coordinates
television matters for the
baseball commissioner's
office.
As soon as baseball gets
back to ABC, then ABC will
know if it can televise Notre
Dame-USC. If not, it will
swallow hard and try to pick
up another Notre Dame game.
How about ND-Miami on Dec.
3? No good. If you have been
paying attention, you know
that Dec. 3 is already corn-
mitiéd Florida-Florida
State. If ABC drops that game,
then Florida might change its
mind about switching its
opening game Sept. 10 with









(In case of rain --
in the Thoroughbred Room)
General Public Welcome
If Murray State students and community members are looking for some "down-home
country and bluegrass pickin'," the eighth semi-annual Hoedown might be a good place
to start.
The Hoedown is for all ages - to get together to enjoy being together.
Several well-known musicians around the area will be at the Hoedown. Among them
will be Al Parker and the Whiskey Ridge Boys, Ted Daniel and The Bluegrass Manufac-
turing Co. from Clarksville, Tenn., J. T. Bell, Thomas Haley, Dr. Charles Smith and The
Bluegrass Ravelers with Benny Myers.
"The spirit of the Hoedown is what I like about it best," according to Ron Sanders a for-
mer Hoedown chairman. "It's a time when you can stomp your feet and clap your hands
in a relaxed atmosphere while having some wholesome fun." .
For further information call John Laswell 767-2125.
Sponsored By The MSU
Student Activities Board
Murray's Sinking Ship
Manages To Plug Holes
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Ever wonder how it would
feel to be on a ship that had
just sprung a leak and was
close to the shore yet, still th
trouble?








coach Barry Aihtee to winger
Terry Crisp. "I have bruises
all over me for nothing. I read
in a medical journal that itisa
sign of leukemia... -
Crisp looked at Ashbee as if
the coach did not know what
he was talking about. "Get out
of here. You got them fooling
around,"-he said -
That „exchange occurred
Mond4 night when the two
were playing pinball in the
Flyers' lounge. Philadelphia
had just lost the first game of
its Stanley Cup best-of-seven
quarter-final series to the
Toronto Maple Leafs.
Wednesday, Ashbee entered
a hospital for treatment of
leukemia.
-I don't think anybody can
believe it," said Crisp after
Dr. . Edward V iner, team
Physician, disclosed the
ailment prior to the Flyers'
second game-against Toronto.
It was the second major
ailment to befall Ashbee in the
last three years.
During the 1974 National
Hockey League 'playoffs,
Ashbee, then a defenseman
for the Flyers, was struck in
the eye by a puck. He lost
substantial vision and was
forced to end a playing career




State Thoroughbreds had been
belted 7-2 by Memphis State in
the first of two games. It was
-in the top of-the seventh of the
seconeigame and Murray' was
clinging to a 4-3 lead and
hoping to return to their
winning form.
But the 'Breds have had that
sinking ship feeling for the last
week. Going into the second
game of the doubleheader
with Memphis State, Murray
had just 36 hits in their last
seven games.
You can guess the rest.
Memphis State scored two
runs in the top of the seventh.
But alas, the ship made it into
shore somehow and Murray
countered with two runs in the
last of the seventh for a 6-5
victory and a split.
The first man up for
Memphis State in the ti9r-bi
the seventh drew a walk from
southpaw Mark Higgins. A
walk-and a single -left- the
bases loaded and nobody out.
-Thoroughbred coach John
Match Set .
SAN DIEGO 6w)- 7 The
World Team Tennis all-star
match will be held July 9 at
San Diego, the San Diego
Friars announced Wednesday.
A team spokesman said the
National Broadcasting Co.
1.4 ould televise the match.
BOWLING ,
"AKUON, OtAjo - John
:Denton took the lead after two
rounds of he $70,000 Toledo
Open Pro Bowlers Association
tournament.
Reagan then called freshman
righthander Clay Vangilder in
from the bullpen and Higgins
exited the field.
Vangilder fanned the first
man he faced but then on a 3-2
"merry-go-round" pitch with
the entire Memphis State
team chanting "walk, walk,"
to Vangilder, he did just that
in throwing a low pitch for a
walk to send in the tying run.
After a wild pitch sent in the
lead run, the 'Breds pulled off
a doubleplay as Tom Hen-
derson of Memphis State flew
to right and Allan Robinson
was nailed at home as the play
went from rightfielder John
Siemanowski, to first
baseman Bill Wagoner to
catcher Dan Teel who put the
tag on Robinson.
Memphis State then got into
a very-heated discussion at the
plate and Robinson was nearly
booted from the game, much
to the pleasure of a loud
Murray State crowd.
The crowd got even louder
when Teel led off the seventh
for the 'Breds by grounding
toward third. Then the third
baseman for Memphis State .
discovered he had a rubber
arm and threw the ball into
rightfield..and.,Tea woutid..up
on second.
With Al Luigs on the path for
Teel, a wild pitch sent the
tying run down to third. Then
Reidland freshman Bruce
Austin ripped a single past
short and the game was tied at
5-5.
Freshman Dave Barrett -
tried a sacrifice bunt and the
Memphis State pitcher booted
it to leave runners on a first
and. second. But then Greg
_Tooley and Bill Wagoner went
down on strikes and it looked
Like extra innings.
Siemanowski drew a walk
and that left the sacks full for
shortstop Stan Giesler.
Giesler ripped a shot back
toward the box and the ball
nearly tore the head off the
Memphis State pitcher.
The Memphis State second
baseman charged in for the
ball, which had been slowed
down'after it had deflected off
the pitcher's glove. But it was
too late as Giesler had stepped
on the bag and the throw went
wide anyhow, giving Murray
the thrilling conte*frorn-.
behind win.
Riggins worked six full
innings and was charged with
five runs, three of which were
earned. Vangilder, now 3-1 on
the season, picked up the win.
Murray took the lead in the
first inning as Barrett walked
and came around when Tooley
smashed his eighth Tound
tripper of the year.
The 'Breds added one in the
second as Barrett walked to
drive in a run with one out but
Murray could not score again
and left the -bases stranded..in
the frame.
Again in the fifth inning,
Murray scored one and left the
sacks stranded.
First Game
In the opening game.
Memphis scored two runs in
the top of the fourth, using an
'error and a double by Allan
Robinson to-snap a 1-1 tie.
Then in-the fifth, the Tigers
chased Murray starter Dick
Allegretti from the hill with a
three-run outbreak and -
Memphis led 6-1 and never
had to worry anymore.
Robinson's two-run double
in the fifth was the killing
blow. Allegretti took the loss
and was relieved in the fifth by
Mike Grieshaber.
Murray had only four hits in
the game, the biggest hit being
a solo homer in the last of the
fifth by catcher Ted Poe.
Memphis State, which is
hoping to draw an at-large bid
to the NCAA Tournament, is
23-9 on 'the season as are the
'Breds.
Murray will host the
University of Louisville to a
single game Friday with
Louisville freshman Cliff
Buechel on the WI for the
'Breds.
On Saturday, Murray will
close the home season with







Fehn-dh  3 0 0
3 0 0
Walker-lb  3 0 0
Giesler-6s ....... 3 1 1
Stemanowslu-rf  2 0 1
Coirtney-3b 2 0 0
Poe< 3 I 1
Totals 24 2 4
Memphis
Murray
100 230 I 74-3




A ustin-cf  4 1 1
Barrett-2b  1 1 0
Tooley-11  5 1 2
Wagoner-lb 4 0 0
Sternanowslo-rf  2 0 0
Giealer-as 5 0 1
Crouch-dh 1 1 0
fealiehorell 15 1- 0
Courtney-30 4 - * 3
Teel-c  , 3.1 1




002 WI 2 5-7-2
210 010 2 6-7-4




Cleve 3 '1 .750 -
Toronto 4 ,• 2 .667
Milwkee 2 2 .500 1
N-York  3 ,3 • .400 11/2
Bait - 1 ' 3 - '.250 2
Detroit 1 „ 5 • .167 3
Boston 0 4- .000 3
Oakland 5 1 .833 -
K.C. 4 1 .800 1
Texas 4 1 800 1/2
Chicago 3 2 .600 11.A
Minn 3 3 .500 2
Calif 3 5 .375 3
Seattle 3 5 .375 3
Wednesday's Results
. Chicago 7, Boston 3
Toronto 7, Detroit 6
Oakland 9, California 3
New York 5, Kansas City
Cleveland 5, Texas 3




Detroit (Bare 0-1) at Toronto
(Garvin 0-0)
Baltimore May 0-1) at Mil-
waukee (Slaton 0-0)
California (Tanana 2-0 . at
Oakland Torrez 1-0 or Medich
1-0i
Minnesota (Redfern 0-I at
Seattle Wheelock 1-0) a
Cleveland f ritzmorris 04 at




New York at Milwaukee, ri)
Toronto at Chicago, gni
Detroit at Kansas City, tn.
Baltimore at Texas, 101




W L • -Pet. GB
S Louis 4 I 3001 -
Chicago 3 2* .600 l'
N York 3 2 .800 1 --
Montreal 2 2 .50/I 11/2
Pitts 2 3 .400
Phila 0 4 .000 31/2
WEST
Houston 5 1 833 -
Los Ang 4 2 .667 1
S Diego 3 3 .500 2
S Fran .2 3 .400 21/2
Atlanta 2 4 .333 3
Cinci 2 5 .286 ,31/2
Wedaesday's Results -
Pittsburgh 3, Montreal 0
St. Louis 7, New York 3
Chicago 3, PHIladelphia I .
Houston 7, Cincinnati
San Francisco 3. San Diego 1
Los Angeles 4, Atlanta 3
Thursday's Games •
St. Louis (Forsch 1-0) at New
York (Koosman 0-0)
San Francisco f3arr 441 -at
San Diego (Freisle 0•0• -
Only games scheduled -
Friday's Games
Chicago at New York
Philadelphia at Montreal
Los Angeles at San Francisco
Houston at Atlanta. In. •
Pittsburgh at St. Louis.


















Your choice with purchase
Of any new AMC car
with factory Air Conditioning
Now thru June 10
With each test drive of any- American Motors car, you receive a pocket calculator free
(while supply lasts)
Balloons & Candy for the Kids
Cain's AMC, Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Road — 753-6448
•
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Maybe Charles 0. Finley
was right, after all.
The old Oakland A's, who
won - three staaight World
Series, are scattered around
the major leagues, having left
the Bay Area as free agents or
through trades and sales.
Still, Oakland moved into
the lead in the American
'I:e'a-gue West Division with a5-
1 record by beating the
California Angels 9-3 Wed-
nesday.
The A's hero this time was
Mitchell Page, a • rookie ob-
tained in a -trade with Pitt-
sburgh during spring training.
Page slammed two home runs
and a double, and knocked in
"It's the first time I've done
this since I drove in eight runs
against Memphis in the
minors last year," Page said.
I've never had a day like this
in the majors."
But then Rick Langford does
not pitch every day;
"I always do well when Rick
pitches.-," Page said,
referring- io Oakland's win-
ning rookie hurler. "I told him
I'd hit a homer."
In other AL games Wed-
nesday, it was: Chicago 7,
Boston 3; Toronto 7, Detroit
6;" New York 5, Kansas City 3;
Cleveland 5, Texas 3, and
Seattle 3, Minnesota 2 in 13
innings.
Page hit a three-run homer
in the third inning and a solo
homer in the seventh. In the
eighth,' he doubled home two
more runs.
Joe Rudi, whom Page
l'etilacect in._ left . field for
Oakland, drove in two
California rims with a .sixth-
inning single.











•You can see these at
Peck's
Upholstery
609 S. 4th St. 753-7494
Richie Zisk and Jim Essian
slammed upper-deck home
runs, leading Chicago's power
barrage against ...winless
Boston. Ralph Garr, who+
singled and scored ,on Zisk's
second homer of the season,
tripled _borne two runs in the
fifth inning.
It was Essian's first home
run in his 101-game major
league career.
Blue Jays 7, Tigers 6
Doug Ault's homer and six
Detroit errors, 'three by
shortstop Mark Wagner, lifted
Toronto over the Tigers.
Jason Thompson's homer
was the big blow in Detroit's
four-run fifth inning. Ben
Oglivie also homered for the
Tigers.
Indlans3, Rangers S
Ricl*Manning scored in the
eighth inning on Rico Carty's
single as Cleveland held off a
ninth-inning Texas rally and
defeated the Rangers. it was
Twos' first loss of the season
afterfour victories.
Dennis Zckersley, 1-0,
stopped the Rdhgers until the
ninth, when Claudell-
Washington and 'Mike
Hargrove hit two-out singles
Toby Harrah slammed a
three-run homer.
Manning scored three.
times, and Cleveland's last
run came when Dua'ne Kuiper
was hit by a pitch with the
bases loaded.
Yankees 5, Royals 3.
Bucky Dent's eighth-inning
double scored Willie Ran-
dolph-, lifting New York to its
victory over Kansas City. The
triumph snapped _a three-
game' losing. string -fa* the
Yankees and handed the
Royals their first loss of the
year.
Mariners 3, Twins 2, 13 innings
Steve Braun's two-out single
scored Larry Milbourne from
second and gave Seattle its
victory over, Minnesota.
Milbourne had led off the 13th
with a single and moved to
second on a walk by Twins
reliever Tom Burgmeier.
The game went into extra
innings when Seattle rallied
for a run in the bottom of the





United States high school all-
star basketball team routed
Belgium 109-45 for its fourth
straight victory of the I2-
nation Albert Schweitzer
tournament.
  Astros Complete Sweep
PINTS Series Against Reds .




NEW YORK (AP) — Thirty
years ago, Jackie Robinson
made his debut as the first
black to play baseball in the
major • leagues, and, Rachel
remembers.,
They were tense times,"
tire widow of the Brooklyn
Dodger immortal said, "but
our problems were mostly
practical problems. Jackie
was very strong. He managed
to keep any nervousness he
might have to himself. Still, it
was an , unforgettable ex-
perienee."
On April 10, 1947, Branch
Rickey of the Brooklyn
Dodgers announced he had.
bought Robinson's contract
from the Montreal Royals.
The next day, Robinson took
the field as a Dodger in an
exhibition game against the
Yankees. The Dodgers won 14-
6. -
The Dodgers opened their
sPiwin. at. Ehhets Field on 
Tuesday, April 15. Their op-
ponents were the Boston
Braves. Johnny •Sain pitched
for Boston.
"Of course, Jackie had to
get up and leave 'Ma-7 *
Robinson recalled. "I had to
find some way to get to the
park myself. Coming from
California, we didn't have'
proper clothes 'for the cold,
spring day. I had 'only a cloth





at ( Jim Fain Motors)
ate talking
your language.
"A size for every need. A price for every pocketbook:'
lit
DODGE ASPEN WAGON. $3953.
Manufacturer's suggested retail.pribe- fof
base six-cylinder Aspen wagon, excluding
destination charges, taxes, and title fees.






The Young wife, with the
small baby in her arms, ran
into another rfroblem common
to all New Yorkers. One after
another, taxi drivers passed
her by. -
"They said-they didn't want
to go to Brooklyn," she said.
"But we finally got there. We
sat _with Roy Camp-violist's
. wife and her 'mother. The
mother..had on a heavy fur
coat .and protected little
Jackie against the cold."
Rachel almost froze in the
chill wind. Jackie never hit the
ball out of the infield and
reached baisconly on anerror —
"Saul treated me like a school
kid," Jackie was to say later.
However, the crowd gave him
a -btig-aation and there. were
n4ncider1ts.
"-Jackie was disappointed
but notscrushed," hi* widow
said. "He wasn't so much
concerned over what he did
that first- day as whether he
could make it in the major
Robinson made it, 10
brilliant years with the
Dodgers that led to the Hall of
Fame. On Oct. 24, 1972 he died
from diabetes. and other
ailments at age 53.
GOLF
MURCIA, Spain — John
Bland. of South Africa shot a
four-under-par 68 and rook the
first round lead by one stroke




The Cincinnati Reds do not
usually encounter turbulence
inside the Houston Astrodome,
but they have run into a storm
of base hits there of,late.
The Ailtros have been
supplying moat of the thunder
and lightning for the past
three games, chasing the
defending world champions
clear out of the place. - —
"We pulled a page out of
their book," said Houston's
Bob, Watson- after the Astro&
defeated the Reds 7-6 Wed-,
nesday night for a sweep of
their three-game series. "This
is the first time I can
remember ever sweeping the
Reds." -
More precise4r, the Astros
have -not swept a three-game
set from Cincinnati since Sept.
1971. The resurrected Astros -
are off to their best start since
1968 with a-5-1 record while the
Reds conversely are off. to
their worst beginning since
1972 at 2-5.
The quick getaway ‘has
triggered optimism in the
Astros' camp". .
"Those guys believe we can
win and they're going out and
proving it," says Willie
Crawford, who delivered the
game-winning hit with an RBI.
singe in the ninth.
Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson shrugged - off his
club's five-game losing streak
as "just one ofthosethings."
"We simply got beat,"
Anderson added. "Seven
games don't make a season.
Let's add it up in October."
Dodgers 4, Braves 3
-- Rice Monday's eighth-
--inning - hOmer lifted Los
Angeles past Atlanta. Mon-
day's homer, his first as a
member of the Dodgers, came
off Phil Niekro, 0-2, and
provided reliever Charlie
liougktWith his first victory.
Hough took over for Don
Sutton, who left after seven
Innings when his back stif-
fened. ,The . Dodgers'
knuckleballer worked the last
two innings.
Pirates 3, Expos 0
Bruce Kison pitched a two-
hitter and Bill Robinson drove
in one run and, scored one,
leading Pittsburgh over
Montreal. Kison struck out
-nine- and wallted--one.---He--
Cage Playoffs retired the final 13 Expos
batters, striking out five of the
last six in a duel with Mon-
treal's Steve Rogers, who did
nptallow an earned run._ ___
Cardinals 7, Metit3
Two-run homers by Ted
Simmons and Keith Her-
nandez highlighted a St. Louis
extra _base hit barrage and
John Denny defeated New
York for the sixth time in
seven career decisions as the'
Cardinals rolled 1 3ast the
At A Glance







100, Washington leads series l-
a:
Thittiaais Game
Golden State at Detroit, De-
troit lends series_ 1-0.
Mets.
St. Louts Jumped on Craig
Swan for two runs in the
second inning on a double by
Hernandez, Don Kessinger's
RI single ,and Lou Brock's
triple. The Cards Chased Swan
with a three-run third. .
Cuba 3, Phillies 1
Ray Burris gave up three
hits in seven innings and
George Mitterwald homered
in a two-run seventh as
Chicago downed Philadelphia.
Mitterwald's solo homer
snapped a scoreless tie in the
seventh and the Cubs even-
tually Scored the winning run
later in the inning on Jose
Cardenal's RBI double. •
Giants 3, Padres 1
Righthander John Mon-
tef ibseo fired a three-hitter,
carrying San Francisco over
San Diego and ending a three--
game padres' winning streak.
Montefusco, 1-1, struck out
eight and walked three.
Bill Macilock paced San
Francisco's 10-hit attack with
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All your picnic items are within easy mac
at Kwik-Pik Market. Ice, paper plato. foil. sun tan
lotion, and hotdogs. . ALL the items you need for fun,
food and sun. See our summer display for summertime picnic
items. Quick shopping and courteous service, too! At Kwik:Pik
Markets, open 7 days, most stores open 24 hours.




Prices effective April 14-27
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anY6 for 9 9c
24 can case only $359
Drink in
Or Take ou.
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NEW YORK AP) — Since corporate
management usually designs annual
reports to shine light on its successes,
page 15 of the Ford Motor Company
report is probably unique.
There in the spotlight, under a
heading "Not Everything Went Right,"
is. a list, of management's less notable
achievements, such as 1.3 million
recalls in 1976, and a failure to
-.recognize the demand for big cars.
The rare admissions are couched in
positive terms "management has an
acute awareness of the need to be
• constructive, creative and effective It -
dealing with problems of all sorts" —
'1 but they are admissions nonetheless.
Those 13 million recalled vehicles
add up to the United States total only.
Twenty-three recall campaigns in-
volving 657,000 vehicles were conducted
in Europe. It was hell finding some of
them; they had been exported here.
.- The small-car share of the market
wal badly miscalculated. "To the
WY Years Ago
The Tappan Company will resume
operations on April 17, according to Ed
.Hendon, plant superintendent. The
plant was closed April 11 because of the
nationwide disagreement by the
trucking industry.
Deaths repbrted include Herman B.
Fulton, age 67.
Navy Lt. Gerald T. Parker, son of
Mrs. Anna M. Parker, is attending the
U. S. Naval Destroyer School at
Newport, R. I.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp spoke on
the Murray Planning Commission at
the meeting of the Murray Lions Club
held at the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
New officers of the Hazel Woman's
Club are Mrs. J. W. Jones, Mrs. Hughes
Bennett, Mrs. Edward Russell, Mrs.
Gerald Ray, Mrs. Tommy Story, and
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore.
20 YearsAgo
Freezing temperatures hit Calloway
County the night of April 12, but the
mercury did not drop to 22 as forecast.
County Agent S. V. Foy said the
presence of moisture in the ground held
down damage to plants.
Murray High School students who
attended the Kentucky Youth Assembly
held at Frankfort April 1-3 were Peggy
Outland, Edwina Kirk, Betsy Howton,
June Pby, Gayle Douglass, Carmerita
Talent, Mitt Miller, Mijte Rayburn, and
Eddie Wells. They were accompanied
by Mrs. Allen Russell and W. B. Moser,
advisors.
"One of the prettiest sights in town is
the azalea of the T. Sledd's," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around -
Murray" by James. C. Williams.
A children's style show was held by
the Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on April 8. Mrs. Allen
McCoy was the narrator.
loss was experienced in the company's
fleet-average fuel economy rating, as
measured by the government.
Why should a company wish to focus
on its problems? "Mr. Ford wanted it,"
said Walter Murphy, executive director
of public relations, referring to Henry
Ford II, chairman.
"Six months ago Mr. Ford thought
the report looked pretty good but that
we should share with the stockholders
the problems management has, sweep
them up and put them on one page so no
one will miss them," he said.
"In the earlier stages there was a lot
of input from a variety of sources, and
not everyone was wildly enthusiastic,"
he continued. "Everyone doesn't jump.
up and down with joy when you de '
this."
But it got done. "When he Wants
something it gets done a lot easier and
quicker," said Murphy. And when it
was published, he said, it was generally
regarded favorably -within the com-
pany.
It was a great year to test such an
innovation, because net income
._.reached nearly a billion dollars, "a
fantastic profit year," said Murphy, a
year for which stockholders might
forgive management's less desirable
accompOstunents.
Management also shared with
stockholders the problem of corrosion,
a consequence, it says, of greatly in-
creased use of salt on roads in the
United States and Canada that requires
special steel, coatings, enamels and
sealers.
Service dissatisfaction was conceded.
"Too many Ford, Lincoln and Mercury
owners report dissatisfaction With
repair service received," it stated. We
haven't licked the problem," Murphy
admitted, but he claimed 85 per cent of
customers now are satisfied with
service work and don't have to go back
for adjustments.
Violence on TV represented another
admission. "Oh brother," said Murphy,
"we weren't the most popular kids on
the block on that one." Because of
criticism, "we've developed guidelines
and pulled off some shows and are
looking closely at anything we buy,"
Murphy added.
And then there was the problem with
the United Autoworkers. Management
said it was "confident that a peaceful
settlement could be reached" in
negotiations for a new work contract. A
-28-day strike followed.
Will the "not everything went right"
practice be repeated next year? "In
some form," said Murphy.
Garrotes Galley
Soccer Ball Taking A Bad
Bounce For. Melanie Kelly
By M. C. Garrott
Metallic Kelly is 12 years old and in
the sixth grade at the Murray Middle
School. She feels she is getting a raw
deal when it comes to sports.
The daughter of Prue and Linda
Kelly, who live down on the lake,
Melanie is not the least bit interested in
skipping rope, Barbee dolls or playing
house like most little girls her age. She
wants to play soccer, baseball and
"tackle football" with the boys.
She also wants an opportunity to
surprise of many industry experts,
including Ford management, sales of
small cars as a percentage of the U.S.
automotive market decreased,"
management said.
The company's own working plans as
recently as December 1975 had
targeted small car sales at 53 per cent.
"By April 1976, the company had
reduced its estimate of small-car sales
to 48 percent," management admitted.
The consequences were severe. An
inventory surplus of small cars caused
plant downtime and lost wages. Aid t--7.--learrl to perform on the penile] bars
like the gymnasts she sees on
television.
She's serious about all this, and
vented her feelings the other day in a
letter to Murray State University's'
administrators under the heading, "I
Aril A Girl." Here's how she stated her
case:
++++++
"I am very much bothered about the
youth soccer teams that are only for
2nd, 3rd and 4th grade girls. I am in the
6th grade at Murray Middle School and
think that you should at least sponsor a
couple of 6th grade soccer teams. I am
sure a lot of other girls in 6th grade
agree with me.
"I have played Kentucky League
baseball for one year and Little League
baseball for one year. At Murray
Middle School they won't even let me
play tackle football. A lot of boys
wanted them to let me play football.
"There isn't much sports now that I
can play because it is all for boys and
that is not right. Not one bit! That is
why I am—writing you. Sordtthing
should be done about it. Why don't you
sponsor 6th grade soccer teams?
"I am surera lot of men or women
would like to coach those teams! I play
soccer at school and love it! And would
you send me a list of recreation /Lc-.
tivities that you sponsor for the youth. I
am 12 years old' And, please, at
University School I worked on the
parallel bars. I was the only girl who
did! I would like to find a person who
would teach me more on them in
private lessons. I would be glad to pay
them a good price!
"Please ask some people if they
would teach me some parallel bar
lessons at the University Gym. iell
them to call me at the number — 436-
2633. I live in Murray. And please an-
swer my question 'about the 6th grade
soccer teams."
-1-+++++
Melanie, I don't know why yo ul letter
was referred to me, although I get lots Q: Mr 1..L. expresses cisicern
of them sort of like it one way or the. regarding recurrent belching
other. --..-bouts that trouble his wife They
I did, however, try to find out some often occur when she is under
answers for you. sires:, and the), are quite embar-
laming. She is ise in goal,.First, I contacted Mr. Fred Schultz, 
otherw
health and has no bad results
your city schools superintendent, to
find out why they won't let you play
tackle football with the boys at Murray
Middle School-
- Mr. Schultz reminded me that he and
the other school officials like your
principal, Mr. Glin Jeffrey, and your
teachers, are responsible under state
law for your health and aafety while you
are at school.
So far, the city board of education has
not been asked for a policy which would.
perniit girls. to participate_ in rough.
bodily-contact sports along with the
boys. If they were ever called upon for
such a policy, Mr. Schultz said he would
recommend that no such permission be
granted:He simply doesn't want to take
a chance' on you and other sports-
minded girls like you getting Mirt.
He pointed out that there is an intra-
mural basketball program at Middle
School for 6th grade girls, and intra-
murals in basketball and track and
field for 7th grade young ladies. He
• hopes you'll take advantage of these.
++++++
Next, I checked Ath Mr. Sam Rankin
of the Murray Soccer Association,
which is starting its second season
April 23 with another league for 2nd,
3rd, and 4th grade girls.
Mr. Rankin, who teaches math at
Murray State, and some other in-
terested parents started the soccer
program last year. He got in it because
his daughter, Sidney, loves 'soccer and
wanted to play. _
..- He would be delighted tO see some
parent/I of 60, 7th and 8th grade girt',
or some interested individuals, become
involved and form a league for that age
group, which is yours. He has his hands
cull now with the younger _league,
although there are fewer girls playing
this year than last. In fact, there are
Shout 25 who playgt last year as 4th
graders and who now are too old to
participate though ;they would love to.
They just don't have a league.
, That's just about the way the ball




An editorial writer for the Santa Ana
(Ca.) Register recently took it upon
himself to take a jab at a touchy subject
— pay toilets.
'Entitled "A Token of Necessity," we 
felt the editorial, which follows, is
worth passing along.
0+0
. By. GENE McCUTCIIRON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
distur
One of the more pertinently con-
troversial subjects acrpsa. the land In
our times is the matter of pay toilets.
Thanks to American industries,
notably the major oil companies — so
often condemned — America has no
shortage'of sanitation facilities that are
open to the public withaut charge.
Nevertheless, amid such affluence, a
significant number of individuals have
been willing to spend • an occasional
dime to obtain the extra privacy and
environment that pay toiletry affords.
Basically, this arrangement..between
willing customers and. a willing
provider of service would seem to invite
few objections. Unfortunately, state
legislatures have shown a tendency to
intervene. The Wall Street Journal
pointed out that four states now ban this
voluntary convenience. They are
Alaska, Wyoming, Tennessee and New
York. On reflection, the disposition of
the state to involve itself in an ap-
parently harmless and trivial tran-
saction between private parties ap-
pears to have stemined from a
mythical grasp of the factual situation.
-The- myth is the image of an in-
diyidual in desperate visceral
cumstamces, at without a dime to trip
the pay lock. The depiction indeed
draws sympathy. _ No mind the
'probability that non-pay facilities are in
the vicinity or that generous passeriby
traditionally are willing to "spare-a
dime" for a cup of coffee. Under the
license of painful possibility, however
remote; the lawmakers rush in with ban
in hand. The net result is to decrease
investment in public sanitation ( by.
making same less profitable) and to
b what had been a constructive
relationship between entrepreneur and
_privacy-seeking client. .
But wait, all ianot lost. Hoving onto
• the horizon like the Lone Ranger comes
a hero. Yes, we can recognize the white
hat as he draws closer. It is...it is...old
reliable, Human Ingenuity. For, ac-
cording to the Journal, Nik-O-Lok Co.
has come out with a token-operated
lock to substitute for the coin-ops. The
• Jotirrial reportathat merchants say the
tokens at least let them retain some
control over the use of their restrooms.
That is, if you want to use the facility,
you can ask the- cashier for a token.
Something like getting your parking
stub validated.'
Now, why didn't the lawmakers think
of that? Instead of prohibiting semi-
private toilets, they might have
decreed that the business establish-
ment keep a few tokens on-hand for the
rescue of persons in distress. The fact
that lawMakers in a number of states
chose to prohibit a helpful facility
rather ,than to mitigate a rare dif-
ficulty, Illustrates the characteristic
limitation of remedies that are •
politically arrived at.
. For absolute .clarity. the" Subject
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from these episodes, which may
t ,persist for 10 to 15 minutes. Ex-
aminations by her physician
• have been negative, and he has
God will render to every man ac been rea%unng.
cording to his needs. Romans 2:6.
The most Important dedinr+---
eyes of God is whether you fh.r,
accepted His only begotten-...  -
your personal Saviour. EN,er,"
else is secondary to this act
PRO:
food as a means of controlling over-
weight. Thousands die annually in
automobiles, but we do not outlaw their
sale. Instead we control the way they
are driven.
Obviously alcoholism is a national
problem. My point is, though, that there
is absolutely no connection between the
local sale of alcoholic beverages and
alcoholism. Local prohibition does not
one whit affect local alcoholism.
Surely no one reading this article
believes that local residents have any
problem buying alcohol.
It seems to me even possible that the
end of prohibition would reduce the
number of places selling liquor in
Murray and Calloway County by
eliminating the vast numbers of
bootleggers.
A study done some while ago at
Murray State appears tie demonstrate
that while prohibition reduces the total
(lumber of drinkers, it considerably
compounds the problem of alcoholism.
Apparently, alcoholism is a greater
problem where drinking is condemned
and outlawed. --
A survey of police chiefs in areas
which havl switched from "dry" to
"wet" shows a decline in alcohol
related arrests. Fewer people were
using their automobiles as rolling bars.
If there's no longer a reason to "go
South," there's less likelihood of arrest
--A: Judging-fro- in your descrip-
, Wei, your wife has developed the
habit of swallowing air (a condi-
tion known as aerophagia --
named from the Greek "aero," or
LOCAL ISSUES FORUM




A very detailed study by the Chamber
of Commerce in Ashland, Ky.,
suggested that the sale of alcoholic
beverages there would result in an
annual increase of revenue for the City
of Ashland of approximately 887,000.
Economically, Murray would certainly
benefit from the end of prohibition. The
extent is difficult to estimate because it
would depend on the number of licenses
approved by local officials.
The most difficult revenue growth to
determine would be relative to in-
creased tourism, more and better
restaurants and motels and increased
employment, changes which always
occur with the end of prohibition.
Several local officials have said they
would favor the end of prohibition if
limits would be placed on the number of
outlets. There appears to be some
confusion here. The Kentucky Alcohol
Beverage Control Board fixes the
maximum number of retail package
and liquor by the drink outlets at 1 of
each for every 2500 population. This
Board action occurs, however, only in
the absence of action by local gover-
nment. The Murray City Council could
determine the number of outlets, their
location and to whom licenses would be
granted. Nearly all of Kentucky's
"wet" cities have limitations, meeting
local wishes, an sales.
The City of Owensboro -Unita- dies,
number of retail package, beer and
liquor by the drink outlets in the ray.
Hopkinsville has the same type of
regulations. In Shelbyville, legal sales
outlets are limited to certain areas oT
the city. Springfield carefully regulates
the type of persons to whom licenses
are granted.
The City Alcohol Beverage Control
Administrator is empowered to "refuse
to issue or renew an alcoholic beverage
license to any person who has not
conducted his business in a decent,
orderly manner..."
In conclusion, it seems to me the
main issue is this. How do peoples'
minds work who determine to prevent
others from doing things they them-
selves choose not to do? What feelin4s
of arrogance, moral superiority and _
authoritarianism lead some to regulate
the lives of others? How does one go
about determining that his i,%71
opinions and prejudices are so correct
that those of others must be suppressed .
by law?
Prohibitionists must learn that their
opinions of drinkers, their convictions
about the evils of alcohol, their wishes-LI.
to protect others from themselves are
not just causes for restrictive .
legislation. If you wish to save your
fellowman, pray for him, don't try to
control him by law.
•
.„
cannot make people moral by passing
Laws. With this view, one may agree in
part. However, we have laws against
steering, which is a, moral issue; laws
against perjury or lying, which is a
moral issue. Should -. we legalize
stealing, perjury or murder?
"air." and "phagein," or "to eat,
which translates as "air eat ing''1.
This conaition charac-
teristically occurs in brief
episodes, and these are almost
always associated with stress
and anxiety. While the belching
IS excessive and recurs every
few minutes, no harm results
When the stress is relieved, the
eructations of air cease.
1'anous remedies and over-
the-counter preparations are
Often used to try to stop an "at-
tack No medications are
needed
Preverltion is the treatment of
choice and consists of explaining
•
carefully to the patient that air is
being swallowed. Most iictim.s
are unaware that they are doing
so, and the explanation gives
helpfulinsight. The fact that the
trouble is not serious and usually
IS free of complt4ations is
reassuring. When the patient is
forewarened and understands,
the habit of air swallowing can
be gradually broken or made
troublesome
Natural and Organic Foods
le-- Mr C.V. asks what the
difference is between natural
and organic foods
F.1 .L Blasingame, M_D
A: Natural -foods are
unrefined and unprocessed and
contain' no-artificial ingredientS
or additives
Organic foods are grown with
natural fertilizer 'decomposed
plants, manure, etc I but without
the use of man-made commeri-
cal or chemical fertilizers or
pesticides Most authorities
-agree that plants grown with so-
'called natural fertilizers hsve no
special nutritional ads antage
and that the higla prices often
asked for such .glods are not
justified on the basis of their fund.,
value'
Cr- I.
COm Prohibition Should• -- 4I V  Be Continued Locally
moral issue. By this they mean that you
• Laws will not do the job of control by
themselves, but la ts help!. Yes, morale.
issues are involiied in this issue. If
morals are derived fro-ea—biblical
principles, the consumption of alcohol
for human pleasure defeats man's
purpose for existing. If morals are
derived from purely human desires:
then any thing is accepted and man is
nothing more than a super animal.
I believe the present moral climate in
Murray proves that our citizens are
-more than animals. I think we are all
interested in maintaining the dignity of
this community. The appearance of
liquor being sold by the drink in our
local motels, restaurants and in saloons ,
would certainly ruin the wholesome
reputation that Murray has always
enjoyed.
_ Would legalizing the sale of alcoholic
beverages improve local conditions for
bur university community? Individuals
often contend that the University
cannot attract qualified faculty and
students because there are no saloons,
dance halls and night clubs. These
people argue that making liquor
available will make the area more
progressive.
Some have assumed and asserted
that enrollment at 4Murray State
University would increase if the sale of
alcohol were legalized. Certainly, an
enrollment increase might be welcome,
, but the price of the increase could far
"outweigh its benefits. Legalized
pr'hti,3ution. might increase the
enrollment. but would we really see
Oat, as an alt,eatable alternative?
The question of—individual student or
faculty freedom" is bften raised also.
Whose freedom is in jeopardy? No one
is interfering with one's right to vote.
The sale of liquor is an issue that affects
more than the freedom of the individual
who drinks. The sale of alcohol has
community implications — not just
individual implications.
The local-option statutes do not deny
the individual the personal right to
drink. It only prohibits the -sale of
alcohol in the area. Furthermore, a
university campus is supposed to
provide people with an opportunity to
improve their ability to think; to
become efficient in improving
humanity or to learn to discipline one's
self for honorable service to mankind.
In contrast to these general ob-
jectives, alcohol is abtolutely in-
 oammaaMe.... 
consistent with thelseulty and students
pursuit of learning. Research con-
sistently stresses the detrimental effect
of alcohol on the health and brain of
man. In the 'past decase, even with the
impact of drugs on our society, report
after report has emphasized that
alcohol continues to be our greatest
social drug problem.
What benefits can come-to-Murray if
it is "wet?" More dignity? Very
doubtful, but, statistics promise more
drunks to care for. More pride? Not
likely, but research promises less
money to spend on general consumer
items and more families to supportfon
public welfare funds.
Slaying "dry" does not guarantee
Utopia. However, Murray has been
"dry" legally for forty years and has
not exactly faded away. Staying "dry"
will not cause the social drinkers',
problem drinkers, and the increasing
number of confirmed alcoholics to stop
drugging themselves.
Maintaining and strengthening the
legal control that now exists does give
evidence of exercising local rep-
sonsbility toward keeping Murray's
historically honorable reputgioe as a-
••good place to live and raise a family.
Citizens -who truly plan to have
Murray as their home, and care for its
future, need to be constantly alert and
combat this threat to our community.
• 0
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Lawmakers, Educators Concerned Over Quality Of Education
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
Ur second of three articles on
the - quality of American




Alarmed by reports of high
school graduates who cannot
-read well enough to fill out a
job application, educators and
lawmakers are trying to make
sure that youngsters learn_
basic skills before they leave
the classroom.
State legislatures and
boards of education are set-
ting up testing programs
requiting stu&nts to meet
what arealcnown as minimum
competency stan lards before
1 they. receive a high school
diploma or are promoted from
grade-torgrade.
They - are testing students
beginning in the eighth and
ninth grade and setting up
remedial programs 'for those
youngsters who fail.
Dr. Chris Pipho, associate
director of the Department of
Research and Information of
the Education Commission of
the States in Denversaid that
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LY SO; PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTLY IN _CASE OF AN
ERROR.
had taken sOme action in the
--area-of minimum coinpAtency
standards and action is
pending in more than half a
dozen other states.
"The push for minimal
competency testing may be a
reflection of the general mood
of the country," says Pipho.
"For some time, separate
groups have been concerned
about the need for more basic
education, declining test
scores and - more ac-
countability for the education
dollar."
Dr. Richard M. Bossone,
professor of English at the
graduate school of the City
University of New York, said
the public is showing
-growing dissatisfaction with
high school graduates who are
unable to read or write well."
Bossone _spoke at a con-
ference on minimum
competencies, sponsored by
the New York City Board of
Educatlon and the City
University's Graduate Center.
Like Pipho,'..-he noted that
there are several problems
with the new testing
programs.
First and foremost isthe
problem of determining what
constitutes minimum'
competency. Does it mean
being able to read at a certain
grade level? Or does it mean
being able to understand the
instruction booklet that comes
with a new applicance? Should
writing tests stress grammar;
spelling and punctuation or
should they be inkre con-
cerned with determining
whether the student can ex-
press himself clearly? What
areas should be tested?
Other problems include:
Wto should set the stanaarcis?
When should the tests -be
given? How do you insure that
the tests do not discriminate
against Minority groups?
What sort of -remedial -
programs should be set up and
where will the money- come
from? How do you insure that
the minimum doesn't also
become the maximum?
These problems have led
some educators to criticize the
minimum competency con-
' cept. Arthur Wise, of the-
Educational Policy Research
Group, said that *passage of
laws setting minimum
standards en a statewide basis
"is a rather simplistic solution
to what is a serious problem ...
I'm certainly favor of
children learning how to read.
The real question is whether
you can legislate that ..."
Wise said that teachers .and
principals 'already know
which students cannot read or
perform simple arithmetical
tasks. "The problem is that we
don't have effective ways of
reaching these young
people..."
In recent years, he noted,t
educators have faced the
problem of what to do with the
child who has not learned to
read. Do you attach a stigma
of failure to the youngster or
do you give him a '"social
promotion," advancing him to
the next grade level even
though he-has-not mastered
the required work? What
about the student who is given
remedial training but is still
unable to pass the minimum
competency test?
"I don't ha vA an answer,"
Wise said. "Ie4 a question of
values. The kind of stigma
that would attach to some
children as a result of these
minimum competency laws
may be ... a heavier burden
than getting out of high school
without being able to read."
Supporters of the minim*
competency idea concede that
they don't have solutions to all
the problems. Educators are
still working to develop ac-
ceptable tests.
"The issue of minimal
competency ultimately
becemes a testing -and
measurement problem for
which no one has all the an-




Progress. (NAEP is funded by
the federal government and is
a project of the Education
Commission of the States.)
Wilson suggested the
educators and testing experts
meeting in Denver last
summer that state and local
school districts start by using
-an item-bank approach"
with a large pool of test items.
"The items could be used to
establish a body of materials
from wbich state and local
districts could Sample or
select items that meet their
particular needs at a given
time."
Professional testing .ser-
vices already have delkloped-
propnsed exams. One such
test includes sections designed
to find4oui whether the student
can follow written directions,
can understand such nails as
classified ads and can use
roa4 maps or grocery store
tapes to get the information he
or she needs.
Most school districts , are
trying to learn as they go in
the area of minimum corn-
-petency. It It too early to
measure the impact of
existing programs, but a look
at the diversity of some of the
proposals under development
provides clues about the
directions the states are
taking.
Two states, California and
Florida, combined minimum,
competency testing with the
"early out" concept whereby
a student who passes the test
can leave school with a
diploma before the usual legal
age.
About 20,000 to 30,000
students in California have'
taken the minimum com-
petency test, Pipho said, but
no- studies have been com-
pleted on the impact of the law
and how it is working.
Implementation of the law in
Florida- was delayed when -
legislators diScovered there
was no standard, readily
available minimum com-
petency test.
..."The 'early out' approach
appears to 12e in. the
minority," Pipho said, adding
that there are questions about
the impact of the program on
college enrollment and about
what happens to the student
who leaves school at 15 or 16 •
and cannot finds job.
The City of Denver has been
giving minimum competency
tests sitice 1967.-1'--wo yews
ago, the Colorado Legislature
passed a law requiring any
school ciiitrict which decides
to give such a test to meet
certain standards: tke test
Must first be given in the ninth
grade; tests must- be given
twice a year; remedial classes
must be provided during the
regular school day for all
students who do not pass the




program in 1979. Gordon
Ambach, executive deputy
commissioner of the state
Education Department, said
tests will be given in five
areas; reading, writing or
composition, mathematics,
. practical sciences and health
and civics and citizenship.
The departMent decided
that the exam- would be
compulsory and that.no
student would receive a high
school diploma without
passing she test, Ambach said.
The test, which will be given
starting at the ninth-grade
level, must be completed in
English.
Some educators argue that
testing in the ninth grade is too
late. The State of Washington,
in legislation passed last year,
requires that local school
districts develop learning
objectives starting with the
kindgergarten year and that
students be tested at least-
annually.
The Virginia Legislature
ordered school districts last




mathematics-- skills of all
students with particular at-
tention to the primary grades
and the intermediate grades."
The law also directs de
state board of education to
establish minimum
educational standards on a
statewide basis and to test
students annually for reading
and communicationsabillty.
Pipho says the minimum
competency tests could lead
to a major overhaul, of the
• educational system within the
decade, with changes in what
is taught and how. FAneators
are still debating the form that
the changes should take and
what areas should be stressed.
But Pipho notes: "The man on
the street has no doubt as to -











































































































MOBILE RADIO CLOSEOUT FROM FAMOUS KRIS
RADIO SHACK
CLOSEOUT PRICE




Makes CB Really. Affordable.- ACT FAST!
Radio Shack bought the remaining inventory of Kris's
XL-23 mobile 23 channel CB radio to get you into
Citizen Band at an amazingly low cost! Because of
limited supply, there will be only FIVE Kris XL23 radios
per store. Large illuminated meter, plug-in dynamic
mike, crystals for channels 1 thru 23, switchable ANL,
switchable PA/CB controls, plus other usual back
panel controls. Positive or negative ground 12 VDC
radio will work in most any vehicle you have. FCC
Type Accepted, brand new in original carton, encased
in metal, and fully covered by the manufacturer's
Limited Warranty. So you can't go wrong. But you'll
have to hurry! Shacks recently closed out a Regency
radio; it sold out FAST and this Kris rig is a similarly
outstanding value! 21-4167




Get our TRC-11 mobile CB radio with ANL, lighted channel_
indicator, auto-gain. Ready to use on channel 9, just add.









Full 102" lonwfor maximum s;gnal
range. Adjustable mounting,





and save 33%! Easy
no-hole Mounting on







speaker installs on dash or
overhead in car, trucls, boat, RV.
CB 'MOUNTING BRACKETS
095 itar A UNDERDASH MOUNTCB can be installed or%Ir 21-536 
removed instantly.
B EXTRA MALE MOUNr"
Use with 21-536. Transfer




RADIO SNACK 1977 PRICES ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1% OF OUR LOW 1979 PRICES
Olympic Plaza
M A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY
Phone 753-7100
Store Hours
10-7 Mon. thru 'Thurs., Sat.
10-9 Friday, 1-4 Sunday
12th Street
Extended tapir .4•1, 4,0 aaaaa• t • /11.3 i•a( • Mi..%i0Cm .0* ••••1. ,14.14
• 0,4 .11.4.0410.0011


























HOUSE DESTROYED BY FIRE—A house near the intersection of Fifth
and Barnett Streets in Hazel was destroyed by a fire of unknown origin
late this morning. The house was owned by Mae Will Littleton, and oc-
/ 5
5(1%

























Charge It 4 Ways To Pay
Illustrations Enlarged To Show Details
cupied by James White. Members of the Hazel Fire Departmest and the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit were called to the scene.
Staff Photo By David 14111
Studebaker Dealer Is Still
Keeping Old Traditions Alive
By JULES LOB —
AP Special Correspondent
UNION, Neb. iAPi Life
seems to' lase its urgency, eut •
here where the placid Platte
flows into the meandering
Missouri. At least Ray Wiysel
thinks so. Ray Wiysel is the
Studebaker dealer.
-I've been, a Studebaker
dealer since 1939," Wiysel
said, wiping calloused hands
On a grease-stained rag. -It
was a good business then and
it is now. I see no reason to
quit.
"Besides, when I sold cars
to all those people all those
years they depended on me to
keep them running. Well, here
lam."
Yes, here he is,. and his
Wiysel Auto Service let-
terhead still has on it that
slender encircled S monogram






made its last car in 1966.
Actually, when the company
moved to Canada from South
Bend, Ind., in '64 and started
making cars with Chevy
engines, I knew it would
collapse. My last call to
Studebaker was to cancel an
order for three '64s.
"But instead of folding up, I
bought out the parts depar-
tments of other Studebaker
dealers. I have a pretty good
supply, wouldn't you say?"..
Wiysel led the way through
aisle after aisle of auto parts
arranged in bins. He paused at
the hubcaps To a middle-aged
memory, it had the shock of
.it insured etY‘ow-
income trust
  Tax-free Currpnt
MONTHLY-QUARTER LYSEMIANNUAL PL AN
Insured Principal and Interest Pin/mints—The terms of
the insurance ptaiscreire more fully described in the pro-
spectus. No representation is made as to the insurer's
. ability to meet its ctimmitments.
t•
AA Rated-This rating is the result of insurance relating
only to the bonds in.,the porttokre and not to units of .
the Trust. The insurance does not remove market risk
since it does not guarantee the market value of the units
•This represent: the net annual interest income based
upon the semi-annual distribution,p(e, after annual ex•
Penses, divided by the public offering price. The yield
will very with changes in either amount_
A Prospectus containing more dbmplete information
about the IM-IT Fund, Including all charges and expenses
will be ten, upon receipt of the coupon below. Read it
before you invest. Send no money,
Please send me a free IM IT nroSpectus
Name
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sell nor a solicitation of an
Offer to buy any Units of
the F.und The offering of
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Prospectus and only in those










being suddenly surrounded by
long-forgotten friends.
"Here's a hubcap for e 1934
Commander," he said lifting it
out of the bin as gently as if it
were crystal. "I shipped four
cif these .to. Winnipeg, Canada,
the other day.
"Here's one for a ' '32
Rockne. I just sold one for $25.
Probably cost less than $2
when that car ,was new. So,
you see, the Studebaker
business gets better all the
time."
Ray Wiysel is 67. His af-
fection for Studebaker
reaches back a long way.
His grandfather, a
blacksmith- and carpenter,
built wagons for- the
Studebaker company in
Arkansas. Ray Wiysel never
met his g.randfather but knows
all about the wagons through'
family lore. They were
sturdy vehicles, pulled by
eight head of oxen, haulers of
logs.
A Teutonic pride in craft-
manship turned out to be a
family trait. Ray inherited it,
from his father, a cabinet-
maker, and his grandfather.
Ray set out to become a
master mechanic. He still
remembers his first major
automobile overhaul, done
age 17. The car was a
Studebaker. A 1918 Big Six
touring car. - •
Ray's son, Larry, 38, is
keeping the family tradition
alive.
Like his father he, is a
mechanic without peer and
also a loyal son of Studebaker.
He drives a 1963 Studebaker
Avanti, but sparingly; it only
has 13,000 -miles on it: It's
worth, he said, about 10 times
what he paid for it new. He
isn't inclined to sell. ,
Iii Ray Wiysel's office hang
tWO plaques, one given him
after 20 years as a dealer, the
other after 25, "in recognition
of loyal business association."
Studebaker never really
knew how loyal.
Official Calls For Faster
Pace On New Development
CINCINNATI (AP) — An
official for the U. S.
Enviromental - Protection
Agency has called for an
acceleration on the
development of an effective
monitoring system for
chemicals dumped into the
Ohio River.
"Tracking these things is
half art, half science," said
David Breidenbach, assistant





here Wednesday that tracking,
such chemical deposits wa'S'
"sometimes terribly elusive.
"The task definitely is not
an exact science," he said.
During a day-long hearing,
Reps. Thomas Luken, D-Ohio,
and Douglas Walgren, D-Pa.,
sought some specific answers
for the spills of carbon
tetrachloride into the Ohio
River. •
Luken noted in his opening
remarks that the Ohio River
was the source of drinking, •
water for 1.8 million citizens in
more than six states.
The testimony Wednesday
.focused particularly on the 70-
ton slug of carbon
tetrachloride that made its




the subsequent EPA findings
suggest that the citizens of
cities along the Ohio River
may have been exposed to
unhealthy levels of a toxic
chemical," Luken said.
Breidenbach noted that it
was only after the 70-ton pnill
that it learned that the FMC
Corp. had reported to the state
of West Virginia 20 other
carbon spills during the past
two years. .
The corporation had entered
a consent order that called for
a shalt to further spills of
carbon tetrachloride.
Breidenbach revealed to the
subcommittee on oversight
and ityvestigatiorfs that on
kpril 11* Ftgb informed the
company that' it might file a
motion to show cause why
FMC should not be 'held in
contempt Of court. The federal
agency claimed that self-
monitoring data from FMC
had shown that they might be
in violation of...the consent
order:—
FMC alleged that it§ self-
monitoring data was
'unrepresentative because the-
plastic bottles used to collect
and store samples were
ontaminated.
FMC vice president
Raymond Tower and other
company officials noted that
limitations on legal
discharges did not include
carbon tetrachloride and were
.far below the actual amount
tscharged daily by FMC.
Tower said the daily -
discharge levif could have
been between 2,000-4,000
pounds_ per day for the past
two years.
He denied that any spills
had occurred other than those
•-eported to West Virginia.
He also took exception to the




"We aren't trying to say
Ahat carbon tetrachloride is a
harmless chemical," Tower
said. "Everything we know.
indicates that the levels
recorded in the river, even at
the peik, produced no long or
short term health danger to
the public." -
Testimony from the hearing
will be sent to the sub-





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
In the coming months and in
the next General Assembly
session, Kentuckians will be
hearing often about two new
-tdicepts: "sunset" legislation
and zero-based budgeting.
Gov. Julian Carroll said'
Wednesday that he plans to
explain and support them in
an appearance before a
legislative committee later
this month.
He told the Interim
Committee on Appropriations
and Revenue that he wants to
discuss sunset legislation,
among other things, at the
next committee meeting April
26. . •
Sunset legislation provides a
set schedule for legislative
review of pregrams- and
agencies. -
Such programs and agen-
Vies automatically die after
two years unless affirmative
legislative action is taken to
reauthorize them. •
Thus, the "sun sets" on
agencies and programs.
Thr governor already has
announced he intends to begin-
implementing zero-based
budgeting, another new ap-
proach. -.,
That, in essence, calls for
each agency to start from
scratch in justifying its
existence and expenditures
every biennium.
Carroll asked Rep., Joseph
Clarke, D-Danville, chairman
of the .committee, to appear
and expand on both themes.
"I am sure you agree that
the critical choices in an era of
limited resources are too
important to be evaluated
hastily on the eve of-a biennial --
session," he wrote Chute.
The next regular. session
begins in January.
"In terms of budget for-
mulation, the concept- of zero- •
based budgeting is receiving
much attention at the national
level, both as regards the
federal government and as
other states have applied it,"
Carrollsaid-
"...Second, I would like to
advise you of my support for
the ' concept of sunset
'legislation as a statutory
counterpart to zero-based
budgetina.
• "Since the passage Of sucn
legislation__ is clearly a
legislature function, I would
request that your committee
begin . immediate con-.
sideration of formulating such
a sunset law."
The governor .told Clarke
Tuesday that he also hopes to
discuss "the broader
management context" of state
government operations. • •
He has said that before zero-
based budgeting can operate
successfully, there must be a
streamlining of planning and
management by the state.
Under Kentucky law, the
governor's office draws up a
proposed biennial budget and
submits it for legislative
approval.
Rarely, if ever, is such a





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three Kentucky.congressmen
say they strongly object to
proposed strip mine
legislation that would require
operators to return land to its
approximate original contour.
Sen. Walter Huddleston told
the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce Wednesday that if
new strip mine controls were
too stringent, the cost of coal
would increase substantially..
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. 1st
District Democrat, said he
-will "make every attempt to-
amend" the bill proposed by
Rep. Morris Udall, D Ariz. •
The third. congressman
opposed to Udall's plans was
Rep. John B. Breckinridge,
6th District Dermicrat.
On other issues, Hubbard
found sympathy among the
300 persons attending the
chambe0 31st annual
meeting when he suggested
that government programs,
such as those sponsored by the
Envioronmental Protection
Agency, be reduced.
But Huddleston replied that
it is difficult to cut or
eliminate programs because
each has-its own constituency.
John B. Clarke of Louisville
was installed as Chairman of
the chamber's board, suc-
ceeding Albert E. Dix,







On July 15, 1975, the Calloway County Jail
was rated "VERY GOOD" by the Chief Jail
Consultant for the Bureau of Corrections,
Joe Barbee. At this time only 14 jails of the
120 counties in Kentucky were's° rated.
It has also been rated as among "tops" in
State, and one of only 2 in Western Ken-
tucky with a-"VERY GOOD" rating, In con-
tinuing to maintain this rating Calloway
County has recently received one' of only
two grants in the state for upgrading our
jail.
State Jail Consultants Visit our jail
frequently and I'm very pleased with the
reports I have always received from them.
These ratings wire not accidental. It tocik a
lot of hard work plus 160 hours of special
training for my Wife and me.
Both my wife, Maybelle and I have suc-
cessfully completed this training which was
held at Eastern Kentucky_ _University. We
- are planning to attend -another special
course this year which will be held for the
Jailers and Matrons to better educate them
on the more and difficult duties which will
become effective after January 1, 1978.
There will be no more City Jails. This
training Will be required of every Jailer un-
der the new Judicial system.
Kentucky Revised Statutes require the
Jailer to live at the jail and provide 24-hour
service 365 days a year. I have done this
and won honors in the process.
A female matron is required 24-hours a
day and this has been provided by my wife.
Since the matron has the same duties,
requirements and obligations as the Jailer,
himself. She too must have this special
training.
All County property including the Cour-
thouse is the responsibility of the Jailer and
I have received commendations every year
for the job done.
These are just a part of the services ren-
dered by me as a part of the job I love.
This is'what you paid for and you deserve
the best.
If re-elected, I pledge the same high
quality service provided in the past and
will miss no opportunity to upgrade any
area that needs it.
More and more juveniles are being
detained aryl I feel a deep responsibility
toward providing the utmost safety for
them, plus a duty to the entire population
of the jail and to God to provide and set
aside time for religious counciling and
training as we have always done in the
past.
This I feel I owe to the defendant and
their families as well as a duty to protect
society from the offender.
fairness in temperament is the key to
good jail management.
This comes only through experience. I
have the experience and training to do the
job right
Training is the difference between good
and excellent.
Your vote & influence appreciated
VOTE FOR PROVEN EXPERIENCE AND DEDICATION
Vote For
Huel C. (Wimpy) Jones
For
Jailer
This political announcement paid for by the candidate
•
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Louisville Faces Health
Hazard Flom Raw Sewage
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
This Ohio River city andk
others below it face "an im-
minent and immediate health
41haftrd" from • millions of '
gallons of raw sewage spilling
out of Louisville's sewer
system, a federal official says,
Federal help is needed
inunediately to deal with the
"emergency. situation," Jack
Raven, Atlanta-based
regional administrator for the
• • Environmental Protection-
Agency, said Wedensday.
The sewage has been
diverted into the river since
six tons of toxic chemicals
were detected in Louisville's
sewer system. Fumes from
the chemicals caused 25
persons to become ill.
Raven said that some
companies apparently are
dumping raw industrial
waste, including oil, grease
and solvents, into ,the Ohio.
This, combined with the un-
eated sewage.' could con-
taminate drinking water on
the Ohio in Kentucky, Indiana
and Illinois, he said.
It is difficult ,for smaller
drinking Water Plants tO
handle the situation," Raven
said, adding that he doesn't
know how much longer before
people who get their -drinking
water from the river begin to














Pots 'N Pans -cycle washes diahea 2
times. Phis 2 spray •rma, power miser
switch, and forced-air drying. Fits in
apace of MON other buih-ins for easy
replacement. See it today.
piietnbie$289.95 $229.95
11144
C•••• mod vall.or ••••••16 tor *me medlar
CUT $50
Kenmore®
free arm sewing head
Was Sisim $21600
Free arm sewing. is ideal for skews
and cuffs_ Converts to conventional
flatbed machine in seconds. With 12








Choose from 10 convenient power set-
tings to warm simmer, defrost bake,
roaw and reheat. HI settiag for really
fon revoking. With rotary timer. Gen-
erous 1.3 Cu. It capacity.
Stdiping, Inotollatior cotra








In addition, Raven said that
"to some extent we are sitting
on a time bomb" in Louisville
because the contaminants in
the sewage system are
volatile and could vaporize
into toxic gases. •
oil that happens, it will pose
a health hazard in Louisville,"
he said. ',.!.3bere is an im-
minent and immediate health
hazard to Louisville and to
downstream cities. If
something is done quickly, it
may be avoidable."
Raven, Mayor Harvey
Sloane and Gov. Julian Carroll
last week asked President
Carter to declare a-state of
emergency here because of
the sewage ptoblem. •
Even if federal funds are
granted, Ravan said, it will
take at least three weeks to
clean up the sewage treatment
plant. Decontaminating the
sewage system will cost $7
million to $8 inilljon„ ac-
cording to federal and locaj _
officials.
Meanwhile, the Louisville
Board of Alderman has
proposed that a $5,000 reward
be Offered for information
leading to the "arrest and
conviction of the person or
persons responsible for
dumping the toxic chemicals,
hexachloropentadiene and
octachlorocyclopentadiene,
into the sewer system. The




Indiana and Illinois urged the
President to authorize federal
aid immediately.
And the Indiana House of
Representatives approved a
resolution urging Louisville to
stop dumping raw sewage into
theOhio.. - -
The resolution urges
Louisville to stop discharging
toxious, poisonous chemical
contaminants into the river
and "to be more responsive to..
the weir being of residents on





The jury list for the May
term of Calloway Circuit
Court has been released.
Jurors are to report to the
courtroom on Monday, May 2,
at 9:00 a.m., according. to
Judge James M. Lassiter.
The list is as follows:
Solon Michael Henson,
Myrtlyene Towery, L. D.
Miller, Jr., Cordie Wall
Hamrick, John Pocock, Pat
Rogers, Daryl Hill, Clifton
McCallon, Carolyn Bradshaw,
Alben Barkley Hopkins,
Frances McKee!, Norma Jean








Garland, Kenny Rob Hale, W.°
P. Hurt, James Stephens
Mahan, Tip Miller, T. C.
Hargrove, Ben „Nix, Terry
Wayne Rogers, and Lottie
Brandon,
Felix Perrin, Euple Taylor
Givens, Fred Hughes, Alton
Swift, Hunter McCrae Han-
cock, Clara Mitchell, Rudy
Hall, Dwain McClard, Calvert
William Harris, Mary Jo
Tidwell, Everette Massey,
Ann Lee Garrison, Filbert
Boston, Artie Thomas
Haneline, and Roy Arlington
Helton,
Stanford Hendrickson,
Bobby Ray Manning, Harold
Hopper, Michael Reynolds
Goodwin, Edward Max Gore,
Ron McAlist4r, Harold Boyd
Howard, Andy Bennett, Harry
B. Green III. Albert Edward
Gardner, Steven Keith
Hillyard, Cary Redden, James- -
Rayburn Hargrove, Arlie




FRANKPORT, Ky. (AP) —
A total of 566 Kentuckians has
been named. to the 33 sub-
committees of the Governor's








APPyll SAUCE 17 oz 3/slw
Hyde Park,
PEACHES 2 or SlIced 29 oz 49'
Hyde Park
PINEAPPLE Sliced or Crushed
'Stokely Honey Pod










































































The Best Meats In Town
U. S. choice Tender Cut
ROUND STEAK































By MARIA BRAD EN
, Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP),—
Outwood, the privately-run
treatment center for the
mentally retarded at Dawson
Springs, has come under fire
from several citizens' groups
at a public hearing in the state
Capitol.
Jean Gossick, chairman a
,the Kentucky Association for
Retarded 'Citizens' residential
services committee, said
Wednesday that the facility is
-obsolete and should be phased
out.
She told the Joint Interim
Committee on Health and
Welfare that the state. should
stop pouring money into the
facility, she said, "has never
been _able to provide quality
care."
Crossword-Puzzter Answer to Wednesday s Puzzle
ACROSS 2 Ttme gone
1 Mournful by
4 Tender 3 Wets down
9 Article 4 Semi-
,„ 12 Mohammedan precious
leader stone
13 American - 5 Surface of a
political cut stone
philosopher 6 Suitable
14 Dawn 7 Printer'sgoddessmeasure
15 Dense 8 Recall .
17 Is dull and / Warm
spiritless 10 Garden toot
19 Wan It WOIM
20 River in 16 Recreation
-.• Bolivia - area 28 Management
41 Choice.ita.petteimng_21 Declare ._40seeem418 Burden 33 Trying
  - 4meet-t- - -wands
to the 21 White 34 Indians of 45 Load
Talmud • poplar Athapascan 46 Be in debt
27 Financial 22 Weathercocks tribe 47 Deface
institutions 24 Brazilian 36 Antlered 48 Ocean
29 Cries r palm animal 49 Before
30 Exclarnation 25 Pertaining 38 Simians 50 Noise
53 Railroad40 Hebrew31 Alotre0 , to lonia












































Feature s ndicato. Inc- '44.4
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Declaring that Outwood is
"doomed to Junction as .a
custodial institution," she said
the facility should be repaired
"so it is less like a
warehouse." •
However, she added, it
should be phased out even-
tually in favor of smaller, less
isolated treatment centers
and group bodies.
, John Swann, president of
Excepticon Inc. which took
over management of Outwood
in August, 1975, said Outwood
was constructed as a tuber-
culosis hospital in 1927.
"We've been asked to turn it
around and make-sense of it in
21 months," he said, adding
that he thought his firm had
made a good start.
He cited improvements in
medical and 'educational
programs as evidence. of
progress under the Lexington-._
-based company's direction.
He said the single most im-
portant accomplishment has
been management's . new
concern with accountability.
Asked, about defieiencias
cited by the state Human
Resources DepaVnent in the
Outwood operiebn, Swann






11$ St. 12th. 753-0035
FreeINeldAAt Rear Door
LAN WANT TO BE
A1231,1 TO READ WHAT




missioner of the Bureilli fOr
Health Services in the Human
Resources Department, said
that if Excepticon does not
correct deficiencies or show
progress in correcting them
by April 20, its contract will be
terminated.
• Under the contract,
Excepticon Was to make a
study of the feasibility of
remodeling or renovating the
Outwood facility.
McElwain said a decision to
demolish the old structure and
construct new buildings was
made because the. cost of
renovation was equal to the
cost of reconstruction —
estimated at $7.8 million.
McElwain also said the
decision to rebuild Outwood
was made because resources
would have to be developed
"Within the coriuniutity to are -
for the patientr That might
take 10 to 15 years, he said.
Until the community could
handle patient care,
. something had to be done to
improve the facility,
McElwain said.
Several persons testified at
the day-long hearing, which
was held in the wake of the
committee's recent visit to the
Dawson Springs facility.
The contract to operate the
treatment' center in Hopkins
County was awarded to
Excepticon Inc. after &storm
-of-protest greeted former Gov -
Wendell Ford's plan to close
down Outwood and transfer
patients elsewhere.
Swann said the venture was
a "21. month experiment
between private enterprise
and government- to tip
, additional resource." • - •
2 Notice























be considered by the
Kentucky. Historic
Preservation Review
Board for nomination to
the National Register of
Historic Places. The
district boundary at the
southwestern extent is
marked by the nor-
theast earner of Main
and North 16th Streets
and continues north, on
the east side of North
16th Street to Wells Hall.
The boundary then tur-
ns eastward to the west
side of North 15th
Street; turns southward
to the northwest corner
of Mirth 151.b and Main
Streets, turning west-
ward along the north
side of Main Street to
the northeast corner of
Main and 16th Streets.
The National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966
I Public Law 89-6651'






in American history, ar-
chitecture, archaeolog-






local heritage that merit
preservation. -
The Act further
stipulates that prior to
the expenditure of any
Federal funds on a
Federal or Federally-
assisted project, full ac-
count must be taken of
the affect of that project
on any district, site,
building, structure, or
object that iS recorded
on the National
• Register. At any such
tune that arRiFederal or
Federally-assisted proj-
ect conflicts with a
property recorded on
the National Register,
the Advisory Council on
Historic ?reservation
established by authority
of the Act shall be given
an opPortunity to review
and comment with
regard to such project.
This provision provides
a considerable amount
of protection to the
property while in no
way interfering with the
owner's right to develop
it as he sees fit. Fur-
thermore, National
Register designation, if







As a result of the
passage of Tax Reform
Act of 1976, 90 Stat. 1519,
Federal income tax con-
Sequences now attach to
certain categories of
properties listed in the
National Register.
These income tax con-
seijuerifes are as
follows:













- 3. Section 2124 (c).-
Eliminates accelerated
depreciation for struc-
tures built on the site of
qualified income-prodit-
cing properties;




expenses made in con-
nection , with qualified
-income-producing prop-
erties;
In order for these tax
consequences to accrue,
the Secretary of the In-
terior Must certify that
the income-producing
LL LOYE VIE RESULTS
WANT ADS BRING
2 Notice




with respect to the
preservation of the
historic integrity of the
building. The specific
guidelines that apply to
the administration of
Section 2124 of the Tax
Reform Act will be
made available to the
owners of historic
properties within the
district by the Secretary





be considered at the
meeting of the Review
-Board to he held on May




tucky 40601. - Written
comments on the
nomination May be sub-




Review Board. If the
nomination Is approved
by 'the Review Board,
the written comments
received will be for-




review. Iflou wish to at-
tend the meeting x tO •
commem en, -the-
nomination, you should
notify me at least one
-week-in-advance

























bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot use cur rear en-
trance.
FLEA MARKET Craft-
sman Fair and Antique
Show. Held April 16 and




contact KE'Virl Leavy at
753-9„135 Cost of booth
















Country , Music Show
every • Saturday, 8:00
,p.m. Special drawings.
SPECIAL THIS WEEK.
HO model trains 20 per
cent off. Murray Paint
and Hobby Center, •614
South 4th.
YOU NAVE TN/ OPPOITTUNITY
TO GIVE TO THE COMMUNITY
MOOD IAN* 100* V.













OPENING. Go With us
Saturday, April 30. For
reservations or further
information call Ruth







Joe Bailey & Linda Dill
Flea Market, Dover, TN.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Call





















near the Murray .Home
& Auto store is guilty of
stealing.
LARRY GARAGE,
mechanic on duty 8-6 p.
m., 6 days a week. Tires
changed, oil changes &
tubes, and ac. welding,
on Hwy. 94 East next to
Morris Grocery.
WILL ACCEPT sealed
bids for the up-keep of
Hicks Cemetery.
Deadline April 23. All
interested._ contact
Clifford Farris, Route 4
Boit 555, Murray, Ky.










JOE BAILEY & Linda
Dill of the indoor FLEA
MARKET Dover, TN
said to: Bring' your
items to sell while space
is available. Many
people already taking
Si0O's of dollars weekly
for their unwanted
items.
KY. LAKE . MUSIC
BARN, New Concord,
Ky. Weekend activities.
Square • dance every
Friday 8:00 p m
Country Music Show
every Saturday, 8:00 p.
m. Special drawings.
CASH
So..1 oui•r lotio.og Ond
So.. too teurIt t (lot. thtoa
a. a. Ormq to Jr, nevi.,
and ,,di Dl I FlIn
anall Dove. Tiipnd




odd, now, used items Ito
wort for yea or* de Hoe
WOft OH pay yO., when It
1014.ii. llwiloy I Ledo




beautiful Ky.. Lake. To
open everyday except




who passed away a year
ago April 13; 1976. Your
gentle face and Patient'
smile with sadness we
recall. You had a kindly
/or each and died
beloved by all. The voice
- is mute and 'stillecPthe..‘
heart thaUoved us well
and true, and bitter was
the trail to part from one
as good as you. You are
not forgotten loved one
nor will you ever be, as
long as life and memory
last we will remember
thee. We miss You now
our hearts are sore, as
time goes by we miss
you more, your loving .
smile, your gentle face.
No one can fill your
vacant place.
-Wife -daughter,- -sort -and --
•
5 Lost And found
LOST E-Af., LOW
County senior ring, 1976,




person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a,
sales person. If in-
terested call, Gene Allen
502442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
111 TOW OWN "BOSS"' An,.
Distrimoter for Rood McNally
Rood Mop.. llooming
Sosloossl ISO% Profitl Sir
wk. Co. ostob. stets. iio
Soillog. I sow $2,500 to
512,500 soeforool. Soo/ 11011111
Warns, plows & 3 refers,
cos to Porsonnol Mgn., Pahl
CO, 3128 Montclair III
Irloom., Al. 35213 or cell
collect (205)11704221
BABYSITTER' IN my
hoMe for 3 chadren.
Must have references
and experience. Call 753-
6892 after 4:30 p. m.
FULL TIME meat cutter,-_
Washburn's 
MarketHardin, Kentuc y. ('all -
437-4439.
BANJO PLAYER needed
for summer work. Apply
in person at Kaintuck
Territory. Benton,
Kentucky.
HELP WANTED - day or
evening part time phone
sales work. Light office




envelopes. Semi a self-
addressed stamped
envelope to Fischer







female - - mast be
capable of handling
all duties in collec-
tion and credit repor-
ting divisions, super-.-






for right person- ap-
ply at the Credit
Bureau of Murray.
304 Maple St. or call
Bob Lamastus at 753-
.5572. All inquiries
will be kept-: tori-
fidential.
•
nmo-,...ior.orraroadire,Orrwr -Or' - • • • -
;...,.7..../1111110.01/111110111neyealkorallarifint0








Call 7534005 from 8 to S.
HELP WANTED. Apply




break garden. Call 753-
n07.
SERVICE MANAGER
FOR 'local car Agency.
Top wages plus com-
mission. Call 753-7114







Male or female night
time help, must be 18
or older. Part time or
full time. Apply in
person only, no
















Call 527-1315 or 4744654.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
OLD GARDEN tillers
that do not run. Call 498-
8295 after 5 p. m.
15 Articles for Sale
BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be in-
stalled by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple.
COIN OPERATED drink.
box, $50.00. Four Mag
wheels with good 14)nch

















IS Articles For Sale
NEW- NAUTILUS Super
metal detectors for the
professional relic and
'coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.
ALMOST NEW
paymaster check




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.















Sale price, $49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. -
SALE • ALUMINUM
ladders, 6 ft. step, $14.88.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 74 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.





suite-, six chairs, two
leafs, one maple hutch,
all like new, less than 1
year " old. Qne
Westingirouse washing
machine, good cond.,
one plate glass mirror,
two living room pic-
tures, two living room
lamps. Moving, needs
space. Call 753-7700
before 9 a. m. or after 6
p. .m.
BEDROOM SUITE, chest
of drawers and bed for
$50.00. Call 489-2772.






bed $125.00. One Early
American hide-a-bed,









- and chairs; refrigerator,





TENT, 8i 10, SLEEPS 4,
one year old, used twice.
Excellent condition.
Packing bags included




12 guage modified, vent




14 fl. CHEROKEE boat,
35 h.p. Evinrude motor.
Call 753-7948.
14' POLAR KRAFT boat,




after 5 p. m.
CAMPER FOR long
wheel base pickup, also
two burner propane gas
- camping stove. Call 753-
3163 or 753-6686
112 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy chit) trolling




EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electricbeat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
1971 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 65, 3 bedroom, 11/2





Home on Lakefront lot
in Pine Bluff Shores.
Reasonable. Call 436.
99q2,
MOBILE HOME 1966, 10





Would be ideal to sit on
lake. $450.00. Phone 1-
35442171
MOBILE HOME, 1974, 14
x 70, Schultz, all elec-




after 5 p. m.
753-3280:
MAKE BEATEN down continuous cleaning organs. Rent to pur-
carpet nap at doorways war, alos•-14 61‘5•06• trithi.--Infrardb
bright and fluffy agairi Also 6/00t reftv!Yrsof. a Piano Company; across
with Blue Lustre, Big K, and matching white from Post Office, Paris,




10'x26', in good con-
dition. Price $35. Call
753-6564.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.





345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and




NITURE. Harvest gold FOR ALL YOUR fencing
washer and dryer and needs. Call AAA Fence
mesc. items. Call 436- Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
5482. Paducah, Ky.
WANTED SOMEONE to
take up small monthly










$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
ELECTROLUX SALES





machine, like new, with
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other attachments,
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after.
1 p. m.
19 Farm Equipment
JNE COUCH and chair,
In excellent condition.







from 8:30 a. m. 5:30 p.
m., ask for Mrs. Banell.
PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 10011A.11., 1977
alus NUM
SEDALIA, SE11711111r1
SALE WILL BE HELD ON THE FARM LOCATED 2% ARUM NORTHEAST OF LYNNVILLE, KEN-TUCKY. FOLIAR! STATE UNE HIGHWAY NO. N WEST TOWARD FULTON, KENTUCKY 2 MIES;TURN RIGHT ON rnurr GRAVEL ROAD AND PROCEED % MILE TO Amnon. WATCH FOR SALEARROWS. 31 BEM OF REIISMIEll & MOE IMILSTEINS
ea WIWI Ted
15 Registered Holstein COWS, 14 High Grade Holstein Cows, 1 High Grade
Holstein Heifers from 1 yr. down
BREEDING: 'THESE COWS ARE BRED TO ASTRONAUT, SUNFIRE, TIPPY. GLENDELL, HAPPYAND IDEAL RECORDS: INDIVIDUAL RECORDS INC. Daily Milk weights up to 80 Ice. at this time. In-dividual lactation& Raatered Caw • 217 Days - 1341121 - 413F - Proj. M.E. 18557 Milk - 512F. HasProduced Ink • day. Due to calve 7477. Bred to ARroaast. Registered Cow. 170 Days -1174431- 461F- groi. M.E. 171111 - SWF. Grade Lactation' 3) 177761 - 1.1 Test - 715 - Due 4-21-77; 21313 -1710611 - IRMP - Prot DOM - NW; Highest Production. 105 Lbs Cully: 21771) - 1807974 - 513F -Proj. 11029M - SM Dee 5447; RIOD - 17440M - 584F - Pro) 111411151 -160 Due 5-7-77. Scene Cows TooFresh To Be Oa Test. Mat if these Cows have been raised on this farm_
SPECIAL CONSIIIIIIENT
1 Registered Holstein Bull, son of Pearl Cornet out of an Astronaut Dam with15,000 lbs. of milk and classified 84 as a 2 year old. Owned by Gholson Farms ofKevil, Kentucky.
5 ilain-Aajes
1/2 HOLSTEIN AND 1/4 MAINE-ANJOU COW WITH% MAINE-ANJOU BULL
% HOLSTEIN AND % MAINE-ANJOU HEIFER DUE MAY 1- BRED TO'CRACK
% HOLSTEIN AND 1/2 MAIN-ANJOU BULL CALF- 3 MONTHS OLD
% HOLSTEIN AND % MAIN-ANJOU BULL -1 YEAR OLD IN JULY
1/4 HOLSTEIN AND % MAINE-ANJOU OPEN HEIFER - APPROX. 2 YEARS
OLD
EIIIPIUT
24' STEEL HAY FEEDER TRAILER - USED VERY LITTLEFOR MORE MMORMATION COMIAa:
& NW WNW SINS
Route 1, Sedalia, Ke3R42109 (502) 362789
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
Warm E. 51.1151111111, keotiooreer Us. No. Si
on. fif 111111115111 ST. PHONE 674144 MARTIN, TENNESSSENIGHT MARVIN E. ALEXANDER Terry Oliver WENDELL ALEXANDER1$7401111 3644709 361-2165PROFESSTIONAUZED SERVICE HAS CAUSED MORE PEOPLE TO SELL THE ALEXANDER WAY
FOR SALE-- 8-n Ford
tractor. -ye-disc., plow,
cultivator and bush hog.
Also 2 row cultivator
and roto tiller. Phone
247-5586.












SALE - ,TILLERS chain
drive with B and S











used_but good cond., sell
any number that's
needed. Good for barns
and garages. Call after 5
p. m., 437-4296.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home 12 x 65, bath,






31. Want To Rent
MSU FACULTY member
and family want house
to rent. Call 753-054
762-4120.
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.




puppies. Also female St.
Bernard, call 7534412 or




March 25, 1977. Sire
Upland Marsh at
Midnight. Dam, Joker
VII. Have the best
bloodlines and great
potential. Cheap at
$80.00 each. Call 753-2943
ask for Terry Mashburn.
Will be weaned and
ready to sell by May 4th.
COCKER SPANIEL
puppies. One blonde, one
black, $75.00 each. Call
753-6528.
THREE GOOD hound





$25.00 each. Call 1-527-
7880.
41 Public Sales






1,4 mile east of Lynn
Grove on Hwy. 94.
YARD SALE, ; party, 8 a
rm to 5 p. m. Saturday,
Aril 111; 1$33 Farmer
Ave. Murray.
FOUR PARIZtyard sale
Friday, April.15, is. m. •
to 6 p. m. 3 miles North
on 641, 3rd house on left
after leaving 4 lane. Will
sell pie safe, two love
seats, chair, oak dresser
coffee table and end
tables, electric ice
cream freezer, chest of
drawers, full size box
springs and mattress,
boys clothes, library -
i table, lots more,
TWO BEDROOM
apartment, large living
room, large kitchen and
eating area. 1604 Olive
Street. $150.00 per
month. Call 753-4451 or




16th Street, Call 753-
6609.
NICE FUlENESHED
apartment may be seen
at Kelleys Pest Control
- 100 S. 13th Street,PASTURE FOR reit____AmERICAN m Ari . Murray.FiiwTtor -sa ; braided rugs. One 9x12.Call 474-2297 after 6 P. 'one I2x15 and one




combine, plow disc for
BAC tractor) 'fØm
wagon; plow cultivator
and blade for John
Deere garden tractor. 3
h. p. tiller. Call 753-5577.
-REGISTERED BLACK
Angus bulls. Eleven to
choose from. Emulaus
and Ballet breeding.
Call Myron or. Glen
Culp, 753-5596.
150-300-500- GALLON
crop sprayers for _sale.





pontoons, sleeps 6, volvo
I-0. Calt247-8267.
I' SIDEWINDER Bushog,




boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing Ag. Call 753-8351.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.










Also I dual 691.• Turn-
table $175.00. Call 437-
4143.
OVERSTOCK Reduction
sale. Drive to Cuba and
save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop'
around and compare. FOR LEASE - Building,
Sisson's Zenith Wis.. 20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426. 753-5881.
34 louses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished house. Water and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. $25.00 deposit,
$110.00 per month. Call
• 753-5405 after 5 p. m.
YARD SALE Saturday,
April 16, 10:30 till ?
Clothing all sizes,
adults, girls, boys, and
babys, shoes, toys, baby
walker, electric ap-
pliances and other
items. In case of rain
will be following
weekend. 11/2 miles out
on Hwy 121 South.
YARD SALE - Saturday,
April 16, 8:00 a. m. to
3:00 p. m. 1401 Story
Ave. Children's clothes,
men & women's clothes,
children's books, old
dishes, drop leaf break-
fast table, bedspreads,
curtains, antiques,
barbie clothes & house,
& many other items. In
case of rain sale will be
next Sat.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE Saturday, 8
a. m. to ?, Household
items, dinette set,
professional hair dryers
chair, clothing, odds and




Saturday, April 16, 8:00
a. m., clothes all sizes,
household items, toys
and something for the
whole family.
CARPORT SALE at 509
Whitnell from 9-? on 14 $r
15 April. Clothes, shoes,
toys, draperies, lamps,
guitar, and luggage and
other items.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 7 a. m. to 6 p,




April 160, 10 a. m., 1711
Olive. Will sell 10 speed
bicycle, lamps, end
tables, %Ids and ends.
RUMMAGE SALE: 1201
Main Street, Friday di
Saturday, 9 a. m. to 4 p.
m. Some children's
clothes, toys, and baby
Items.
GARAGE SALE Satur-
day 16, April, 1977, 7 a.
m. til ? 1900 Sherrie
Lane, Furniture, dishes,
rugs and odds and ends.
GRAND
OPENING
Love 'em To Pieces
PET SHOP
Come In and Register
For FREE 10 Gallon
Aquariums and
Other In-Store.,
Specials and F'rizes _
We carry all lines of tropical fish & aquarium
supplies









All On Special Too!
Grand Opening
_Spedals
o• All Fancy Tailed (;uppies
fro Velvet Sword Tails
Black Mollies--
▪ ,eons & Cardinals
89'
3 PP r 9"
3 '1"
Come In and See Becky & Debbie
for all your pet needs
7•SiSSIMW.,
Hours 10:30 to 7 T ues-SaL 1-7 Sunday - Closed Monday.
If ii,. 11un't Have It. It
Love 'em To Pieces
214 *Pi Kest on the itirlisid, Herr. .581 Lest Renton
Square Revue. Ky. • 527-I84,4
FOR LEASE - four







36 Foi Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
27. Mobile Home Sales
ONE YEAR OLD, 2
bedroom central heat
and air on 1-2 acre
woOded tot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
For sale like Paying
rent. Call 753-3745.
1972 CHALLENGER
mobile home. 24' z 48'.












 Clip & Save
Now Coadrudiee tea ex-
pensive? Too awl bedew Ms
Moe et 1151$. 166 St for op
proximo* SUN loss Mee
reb000sesweeen kebob
est slew basis es sofelio
stomp bellase bell ea e Ote-
ci.t deb and wired for Ill.
beekTenl Is fenced bib e
obeli* fans sod diere's
pfeety if repo Ter e prise
The bops has Mee ream%




















Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
202 S. 4116 St. MLS 753-3263
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,YOUR, KEY to Buy, Sell or Trade An
r- ARE THE CLASSI
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alm on blacktop
road. Call '753-4418.
FOUR BEDROOM, 242
bath home located at 714 -
Olive has economical
central gas heat and
central electric air.
Fireplace, sunken bath
tub and many ...extra -
features. Lots of living
area for your money.
Priced in the 40's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
AUCTION SALE




SATURDAY, RIM 21, 11E00 AM
OCIALLIMILLIQTLE WEIL_
DINKRAlliKATION:
8 miles East of Murray, Ky., Vitae from Kentucky Lake LISP'
new NA Wildest Creek Recreational Area, near "Land Be
tween
the Lakes." Pans landing and Kenlake.
PROCEDURE Of SELLING:
We are offering this property in various Axe tracts. We have
divided 300 acres into small acreage tracts from 4 to 15 acres. All
are fronting a new county road or facing State Hwy. 614, 
with a
few 1 acre tracts. Property fronting Hwy. 614 has a 4- water line.
We will offer one 75+. acre tract of highly productive bottom
land as a farm. The house and machinery shed tract will be sold
separately and grouped with the 75-4--acre tract.
IMPROVEMENTS:
The dwelling is a modern full brick veneer with 4 sp
acious
bedrooms. Its baths, living room with fireplace, large eat-in kit-
chen - family room combo, farm office, utility room and garage.
Across the highway is a modern dairy facility with a 20 x 30 
-
vestore that was erected last year. This approximately 3 acre
tract will be offered individually as one use may well b
e for •
marine or sporting good center.
AUCTIONEERS COMMENTS:
The 300 acre tract divided into small acreage tracts pr
ovides
your choice of roiling grassy green hills, some wooded are
as and
level to rolling cleared lands with ultra good views and prime
building sites.
We are bounded on the North by the new resort subdivision of
Kentucky Lake Enterprises Bounded on the South by Use TVA
Reservation. ki mile East Is the Kentucky Lake with newly
developed picrucing, camping, boat launching, sand beach,
swimming and water sports. "Callaway Hills" adjoins the land
Between the Lakes between Paris Landing and Keaake. The
most accessable weekend spot for West Kentucky and upper
West Tennessee area.
This is pefluips yott only.apportunity to get in on the beginning of
the development of this choice area
The proximity of "Calloway Hills" to Kenlake, Paris La
nding
and The Land Between the Lakes insures your investment. Low
down payment and owner financing make this a potential tax
shelter program.
DMICT1015:
From Murray, Ky . take 94 East 2 miles, right onto Hwy MD, con-
tinue Smiles and year left onto Hwy. 614. Go 1 mile to property.
MERU -
15% deposit sale day Owner financing will be available on the
small acreage tracts. We anticipate modest prices. This ac-
companied by good owner financing and nominal down payment
make this property affordable to most working people. On the
larger tract - contact your banker. Federal (And Bank or other
WINCe5
ROADS by liwarise Construe/lea Cs., Murray, Ky.
ENGINEERING AND SURVEY be Canal Travis sod Asst., Notes,
Ky.
11111 AND DUDS by Attorney Gary R. Naverstack, Murray, Ky.
DAIRY CATTLE £160 FARM MACIIINERT WILL SELL ON FRIDAY,
APRIL 21, 10:00 AM
SALES REPRESENTATIVES WILL III ON TIN PROPERTY, SUNDAY,
APRIL 17 DIRLI SALE DATE.
FOR INFORMATION AND PLAT CONTACT
THOMPSON REALTY.&AUCTION SERVICE -
2011£. Mopollo Avows (615) 524-6469 or
PIN.: (615) 523-71124
froxvOlo, Tosueseses 3/117
DIXIE stow. 1, Rinker Load (All) R43-7116
DAIRY SALES Morfrassisirs, Tesewassimt
EXCELLENT LOCATION at 1711 Keenland. 3
BR brick with kitchen-family room, 114 baths,
carpets, central heat and air, fenced yard, car-
port. Has built-in range and refrigerator. Near
high school, comfort and convenience at a
reasonable price. $35,000.00.
SPACIOUS 4 bedroom brick P.4 story home with
2 car carport. Located at 409 N. 10th St. Well con-
structed with large living and dining room,
separate family room, exceptionally large
bedrooms with an abundance of closets and
storage space. Fireplace fenced in yard and out-
side storage. This home is in immaculate con-
dition. Replacement cost would be well above the
listed price. $42,500.00.
20 ACRE FARM AND HOME. This brick and
frame home has been newly decorated and many
improvements have been made. Has family
room with fireplace, carpet. New 24 x 34 cleanup
shop, 24 x 30 pole barn. Circular driveway. Call
to see.
QUALITY BUILT home
with lots of built-ins.
Beautifully landscaped
lawn with large fenced
backyard. Large patio
with gas grill. You must
see this modern 3
bedroom, 2 bath home to
appreciate its quality
and charm. Located at
810 Broad and priced in
the 30's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222
for more information.




Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator and
built-in • range. -Paved
driveway- and paved
basketball court. A nice





220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
Cattle: Good aceesS.
Many fine building sites.
John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 753-0101 -or 753-
7531.
TWO ACRES WITH 5
room house, plus 1967 12
x 60 trailer and lot. Call
492-8746.
(1) 4100 sq. ft. home
located on a' large
wooded lot. Owner will
consider trade for house
in Canterbury. (2) Small
cottage located on 5.
acres, 2 bedrooms,
outside storage .. less
than $15,000. Call
Loretta Jobe Realtors at
753-1492.
HIGHWAY 641 N. at Almo
Heights, 2 bedroom
frame house with double
4:4‘Porty- Ilec;triP -4‘"
heat, family room, and
wall to Wail carpet.
Concreie block well
house rid.o  outdoor
storage biiMpg. Lot is
approx. 1½ acres.
Under $19,000.00. Call or
come by BOYD'
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th





.5 MILES EAST of. town.
Maplewood Estates,
excellent lot with trees,
11:15'.x 152'. Priced to sell:.
• 753-8255 after' 5 pm.
EQUIPMENT AUCTION
Saturday, April 16, 10 A.M.
BY OWNER, 64 acre,
near Dukedom, Ten-
. nessee. 4 "Bedroom
brick, one bath, new
well. ."2:4. Tobacco base.
Call 753-01110,
10 ACRE FARM, 4 iiriles
South on 121. Three
bedroom house, stock
barn, hog parlor. All
fenced for hogs. Call 753-
0978. .
20 ACRE-FARM located
off Highway. 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire fence with steel




Selling at the Walter Kimbro Farm.'turn East off Hwy. 51 at Crutchfield onto
Kimbro Road and proceed approximately one (1) mile to sale.
Three (3) tractrifs, equipment, four (4) trucks, one (1) automobile, shop tools,
and collectibles.
This is an all day sale, lunch available.
Not responsible for accidents.
For Farther Information Contact
Matey Auttion 1 Realty Sales
Col. Robert Ainky
Auctioneer S. Realtor
So. Fulton, Tn. 479-2986
HANDYMAN'S DREAM in the country on app.
3/4 acre within 1 mile of South Pleasant Grove. 2
Bedroom frame house, bath. With (several out-
buildings. Tree studded lot with shade and fruit
trees. Priced to sell, $10,000.00.
FARMETTE in edge of Kirksey. Nice 3 bedroom
brick home on 3 acres of level and fertile land.
Has paneled family room and large kitchen with
loads of cabinets, large utility room, electric
'heat and air conditioner. 2 good outbuildings plus
a small barn. Plenty of elbow room here. Shown
by appointment only.
CHARMING WHITE BRICK home in East Y
Manor. Has 3 bedrooms and cozy kitchen-den
combination, carpet, modern kitchen with built-
in range and refrigerator. Lot is 100 x 200. Plenty
of garden space.
$2,754 EACH. Your choice
of five (5) building or
mobile home lots. Sizes
range from 100' x 357' to
100' I 410'. Located on
US411,tmiles South of
Murray. Call Stinson
Realty Co. for details,
753-3744. •
BUILDING LOTS Web





also one lot on Put-
HILLSIDE CABIN in
tertown Rd. Call for
SMALL FARM. 9 acres
fenced located on North
side of Calloway County.
This land was in soy
beans last year, it also
has good building site
and on blacktop road.
Price $850 per acre.




AIriirCleS4113.__Eultisa _Xoung _ 
-
Remy; 753-7333 or-tiorne room with bath,sleeping
7534946. 1Oft„ with movable
stairway , screened












Then-talce a look at this
spaciousAwa story brick
home on a 200•4( 320' lot
located just southive$ of
Murray city limitt:•
Large shade trees in the
yard, enjoyable' open
space on all sides, yet
neighbors are near




' decorated: Priced at
$59,600. If interested we
„invite you to take a look.
Ca It ST INSON REALTY
for an appointment, 753-
3744.
WELL KEPT _ four
bedroom brick on 2'2
acres, several fruit and
shade trees. Good
outside storage, 3 miles
from town. Low 30's.
Call 753-7620.
THREE -BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
milts East of Murray on
Cobb-Irvur  Bead- Call -
436-5434.
PERFECT LOCATION and perfect condition
both inside, and out. Lovely 3 bedroom brick on
corner of 16th and Glendale Road. Has all built-
ins, big fireplace in family room, 2 baths, central
heat and air, large lot with nice view. Carpet and
draperies. This is an extra nice home with over
2200 sq. feet of living area. Call for appointment
to see.
REAL COUNTRY LINING on 280 within 4,miles
of Murray. Newly constructed, .3 bedroom brick,
2 baths, fully carpeted, built-ins, large kitchen.
family room, central heat and air, city water. On
2 acres with view of lovely rolling farmland. Am-
ple space for pony or whatever. Immediate
possession. $38,500.00
ROOMY is the word for this 3 bedroom and 2
bath home in excellent location at 1611.Kirkwood
Drive. Large living room and large family room.
Kitchen with built-ins Washer and -dryer in-
cluded with sale. Central gas heat and central
air, nice carpet throL0:4- On 90 x 150 lot. Clean
and sharp! Call to see
NEW BRICK home
beautiful wooded lot Of.
Highway 641 24 Miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.
NICE pLDER" -- model 3
bedroom home, 2 car
detached garage with 2
acres. Just off highway
94, three miles west of
I.ynn Grove. Priced to
sell. 415000. Call 3$5-2545
days after 6:00 36-2208.
FOUR BEDROOM, 2kz
baths, white--beich on
Oaks Country Club golf






two car garage. Perfect
for children, fenced play
area,. 12 block from
Ro6ertson.. School and
two blocks from Murray
State University, on
dead end street. Central
heat and air with low
utility bills. $39,500.00.
Call 753-8096 or 753-7349.
..MUST SELL!! Reduced








1973 KAWASKI 500, 3
cylinder. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-
5892 or after 5 p. m. 753-
6403.
YAMAHA MX 125, good
condition, bottom end
newly overhauled.
$375.00 firm. Call '53-
7228.
YAMAHA- MINI Eriduio.. -
Motorcycle trailer. 197;.





QUIET COUNTRY SETTING inside city limits
on 3 acres is this attractive .3 bedroom brick with
lovely tree studded lawn.. Has ..workshop /aid 2
outside storage buildings. Located on old 641
North. Be a city farmer!
COMFORTABLE 2 bedroom stucco home at 1102
Mulberry. Carpet, gas heat, newly decorated in-
side and out. Has block outside storage building
10 x 10. Nice lot with space for garden 813,000.00.
Get away from it all at this comfortable vacation
home located on Barkley Lake. This three
bedroom home has a patio for each story and is
only a few minutes from Barkley Lodge by boat.
$25,000.00.
Ideal for conversion is this five room, full
basement braise on 126' x 250' business lot.
Located at edge of Murray on Highway 121 South
and priced to sell at $19,000.00. Live in the house
or convert to business! ..
,
Fourteen karat. luck will be yours when you
move into this holes-at 1622 College Farm Road..
Three bedroom brick, Star,ri doors and windows,
formal dining. All for only 50:00.,
atm tom 153-1914 111 111151110116 131-7171 lig map 151-4h1
n roars 1365410 AMU 1f011121/1 753 71/7 as POW nsaii
jAISI IAN 1514316 IC (0g0 /53 511/ .5411101111117)34118
412 Seurtb 12e1 Strait Phase 7511631
OFF THE BEATEN PATH. In outskirts of Lynn
Groire,is this charming 3 bedroom brick home on
approx. I acre lot. Has 14 biths, central heat
and air, carpet, kitchen-family room com-
bination, 2 car garage 2 large outside storage
buildings. Has drapes, fireplace, 6 closets.
REAL COMFORT at reduced price. Nice 3 BR
frame at 803 N. 18th, with 2 baths, wall to wall
carpet, fireplace, drapes, insulation, electric
heat, outside storage on deep lot 70 x 225. Has 2
car garage. Reduced for quick sale. $27,500.00.
901 Sycamore Street Member of Multiple listings Phone 753-7714
We at Guy Spann Realty
are here la assist you in itiying a home
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49. Used Cars L Trucks
1977 FORD PICKUP
truck V-8. Color - Indo
tan. 1,064 actual miles.




Swinger, 8 cylinder -
automatic, good con-
_ dition. $1250. Call 489;
2'156 or, 767-4745, after 5,,
•••
VT
49 Used C,Ils 8 Trucks
1972 TOYOTA CORONA.
Air condition. New tires.
$1200 or best offer.
Three rail motorcycle
trailer, with 12" wheds.
$140. Call 1-354-8061 after
3 p. m.
1971 GREMLIN 6 cylin-
der, $395.14 ft. Jon boat
and trailer, 625. Trolling
motor $25. Call 489-2595.
PSSTTT, GOTTA MINUTE?
Listen, you're not going to believe this, but I know where
you can buy a charming 3 bedroom brick with electric
base-board heat, concrete drive, trees and shrubs,
located in the Robertson School District. Want in on the







Saturday April'Ilifh MN a. m, rain or shins, near
Spring Crook Church, Mass highway 141 north,
travel highway 121 to Airport Road, follow signs to
the late Mr. and Mrs. Madra.Trasis home.
Selling organ and marble foot stool, large and small
pie safe, weed cook stove with reservoir and war-
ming closet, wood bed stead with roll foot board.
Other rare wood and _matching pine bedsteads..
Dresser, couch, iiheboard, break front buffet, many'
primitives, Murphy beds, quilt boxes, old time
White sewing machine, wardrobe trunk, two wagon
wheels swinging lamps, cradle, beautiful focker,
other chairs, nice cabinet Victrola, radios, pictures,
records and calendars datedI902. Vase pitcher jars,
crocks, skillets, potato baker, butter mold, lantern,
small picture rugs, princess lamb and dog, jewelry,
quilt pieces, feather beds, milk can corn sheller, lye
soap, fatfo stove, hand tools; truck load of horse
drawn tools, electric.stove, refrigerator, and lots of
outbuilding pieces. • • _
• - • Not responsible for accidents
Eats and drinlcs
For information contact Rev, or Mrs. Roscoe
Feagan, 7534066 Or -
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER
7534375











small V-8 $895.00, 1962





- miles.. 753-6883 or 753-
2326.
1976 VW -RABBIT, Agate
brown, ,radio,- vinyl






4 door, automatic, 27,000
miles, $1150.00. Call .753-
7620.
1974 HONDA CB 125, very
good condition. Call 753-
8267 after 5 p. m.
, 1976 FORD F-250, 4 wheel
drive', automatic, power
steering and brakes,
12,000 miles, like new.
1971 Pinto. Call 753-6345.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 7672512 bet-
ween 5 ancl 7 p. m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
)968 FORD PICKUP, 6








1969 COUGAR, CAN be
seen at 1613 Miller Ave.
$500.00.





55,000 actual miles, very




straight axle in front, 12
volt positive 5.56 gear, 3
slicks MOPAR 383-4




brakes and steering, tilt
wheel, air conditioned.
Call 753-0492 after 8 p.
m.
1973 MAZDA RX3, 2 door,
will sell or trade for
truck. Call 753-5577.
1976 VW, Silver, 12000




Saturday April 16th, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine at the
late W. G. Miller form. Leave highway 94, 2 miles east
of Murray, Ky. Will soli form machinery, tools, beading
filled with items piled bode for years some antiques. -
Extra shapr 1964 35 Mas.sey Ferguson tractor,
power spread wheels, multipower, plow, disc and
cultivator. Ford mower with 7' bar, roto mower;
rubber tired wagon, trailer, grader blade, seed
sower, side dresser, one row corn picker, manure
spreader, cattle racks, for long bed Chevrolet
pickup, round hog feeder, two A frame farrowing
houses, tractor spray, electric fence charger, new
barbed wire, wire stretchers, 150-2060bushels of ear
corn, 25 or 30 bales of hay. Lots of horse drawn tools,
scrap iron, hand garden and shop tools. Nice Ad-
miral home freezer 17', odd Pieces of furniture, lots
of goodies. For information con:
CHESTER AND MILLER AUCTION
435-4128 or 435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
"HEREIS SOMETHING 11-(AT sHeoLv
CHEER YOU. UR 'THE UNIVERSE IS
20 1311.1_10N YEARS OLD."
49.Used Cars SA Truths
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power







44000 actual miles. Call
753-7645.
1962 GMC PICKUP trucl,





1956 FORD pickup. Good
mechanically and has
_ good tires. $175.00.
Phone 1-354-6217.
.1971 GREMLIN 6
cylinder, $395. 14 ft. Jon
boat and trailer, $175.00.




after 6. Must sell.
50. Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft deter.
'Clean used campers.




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51.Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for












WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.




awnings, and roofs -
sealed. Call Jack















A new product byAlsco
Anaconda is being introduced.
A famteMpOloiNttrls area will
be given a chance Id bare a
new home without moving at •
IOW Cost
disco Anaconda tiding
with Dupont Tidier finfsh is
I brood of vinyl all its 1)011.1.
Dupont calls It Smilyvinyl
flooride. It is-oneffectere '
by the strongest acids as,
alkalies. son't rnt-Or per-
manently stain.
It hos a 40 year NON
pro-rated warranty. buitrin
electrical grounding system
and serves es..11513AtIfill1sr .
both sumer and winter com-
fort.
Alsco has a venting
system to stop moisture prob-
lems and comes in a choice
of-eolora .
We hare 1001 bank fi-
nencing at low rates with no
outlay of cash for 45 days
after the home is completed.
For further details, m•I I
















rocked. Sand and lime -








Saturday, April 16, 1977 at 10:00 a.m.
C.D.S.T., surplus property consisting
of approximately forty-seven (47)
motorized golf carts, and some small
pieces of rug along with some scrap
metal will be disposed of by the Depar-
tment of Parks at Lake Barkley_State
Resort Park located seven (7) miles
west of Cadiz, Kentucky and twelve
(12) miles east of Kenlake State Resort -
Park off U.S. 68 and 80 on the Blue
Springs Road Ky. 1489 at the-Boot
Randolph Golf Course. Sale
made to the highest and best bidckor
and the Department of Parks reserves
the right to reject any bid. Terms of the
sale are cash, certified, check or
cashiers; check. Absolutely no per-
sonal checks will be accepted. For
other information, please call Lake
Barkley State Resort Park 9241171. In-





DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO BUILD?
For all your immediate building needs contact
HOME AND COMMERCIAL
BUILDERS
We have immediate availability of Journeyman tradesmen
Free Estimate on all jobs large or small.
For service in the Murray. area Phone
Graves Co. - 376-1348
Fulton - 472-2944
Hickman - 136-1301
Unequaled Housing Opportunities From Kopperud Realty
Member Multiple Listing
NEW LISTING located 5 miles from Murray, pleasant
2 bedroom home* one aere. Excellentiarden spot
and strawberry patch. Priced in-the teener.
NEW LISTING IN Canterbury, Estates,„Unique two
story home with cedar shake single MansaN roof, den
with fireplace, Living-room with dining area,-three
bedrooms with master bedroom 19 x 26. Beautifully,
landscaped yard with wood fenced backyard. Priced in
the 40's.
NEW LISTING in Camelot Subdivision. Almost new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home featuring den with fireplace, at-
tached 2-car garage, and many outstanding features.
Priced in the low 40's:
HOME WITH SWIMMING POOL located in Can-
terbury Estates. This custom built, 2 bedroom home
has a formal dining room, 2 full baths, large den with
fireplace, 6 closets, screened patio with drapes, and a
18' x 36' swimming pool. All this on a lovely shrubbed
and landscaped lot.
BEAUTIFUL HILLSIDE VIEW just outside City
limits. This quality built 3 bedroom home has central
electric heating and air, large rooms on over 1/2 acres.
CHARMING 3 BEDROOM home located only 6 'miles
from Murray. Home has recently been redecorated
throughout, has attractive wood-burning fireplace and
large fenced lot with stable for horses. Price just
reduced to 33,500 and owners want offer.
HOME ON LOVELY tree shaded lot, this house has a
large cedar paneled family room, lots of cabinets and
is close to the shopping center in a quiet neighborhood.
All this plus three bedrooms and two baths. 40's. 1211
Mimosa.
GOOD INVESTMENT IN THIS FOUR BEDROOM,
well-built older home with basement. Also garage
apartment and mobile home all for $23,500.
•
5 BEDROOM'illOdern brick home with central heat and
air, large living room with fireplace, large attached 2
car garage and many extras on 27 lovely acres. Fron-
tage on Highway 121 North. Phone us today. Price
reduced.
WHY PAY RENT? When you can own this economic 3
bedroom home located 9 miles Northwest of Murray on
qui -paved road. Large lot with fenced backyard and
large garden area. Low 30's.
QUALITY HOME., on quiet street. biome has 3
bedrootns, 11/2 baths ample storage areas and
Franklin stove. 30's.
NEED A 4 BEDROOM home a very reasonable
price? Consider this home located oil West side of
Murray and priced under $30,000.
114 NORTH 14th STREET, near the University,
large 10 room home has over 2500 square feet of living '
area, centralheat and air, large fenced-back yard, Out-side storage building, and large wooden deck. 40's.-
FARMS AND ACREAGE TRACTS, 16 acres, including12 tendable; 3 bedroom home and 56 acres; 3 bedroom
horrie and 21/ acres; 2 bd. brick home and 75 acres.
5 BEDROOM HOME on 1 acre lot located in Lynn
Grove. Home has separate -outside entrance for 2
bedrooms which could be used as extra apartment.
Price reduced, make offer. Priced in the 30's.
4 MILES FROM MURRAY is an elegant home on
lovely 1 acre wooded lot. Home features 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, den with fireplace, living room, formal dining
room, kitchen, utility room, large 2-car garage, con-
crete and brick patio,ljome has Andersen windows,
central vacuum, central heat and air, and Is
beautifully decorated with qualifythroughout. At-
Aractively landscaped yard with brick well house.
OUTSTANDING 4 BEDROOM home at 1565 Oxford,
Canterbirry Estates. Home has many outstanding
features, including large den with wood-burning
fireplace, formal dining room, large bedrooms, and
exquisite design and debor throughout. Low 60's.
PARTIALLY RESTORED country home and 30 acres
with 19 acres of prime tendable land, 8 acres timber,
tobacco barn, 8-stall horse barn, and other out-
buildings. Priced at only $39,500.
BEAUTIFUL HOME in the heart of the city. me
rooms, 14 baths, two fireplaces - one wood
- and the other gas. A den that is ideal f a home
business or entertaining your guests. Let. show it to
you today, for quality is the name of thiS home. Priced
in the forties.
•
CO Y CONVENIENC - This 2 bedroom frame
home is 1 ed on 2 ac just 2 miles from Murray.
Has good we Ip e garden spot. All the features
of the country, nea e city. $13,500.
LARGE 1VEL6BUILT HI on 2 acres just West of
Murray pr Oaks Country ub. Home has 3
bed , 2 baths, and quality feataes throughout.
This-home must be seen to appreciate.
LAKEVEEW HOME and 5 acres in one Of Kentucky
'ITIREE BEDROOM HOUSE and 9 acres locLake's most desirable subdivisions. This is a quality 3
.,' miles West of Murray. Own your private mini-far_rnbedroom home with fireplace, sauna and many - out only $24,900. -standing features.
Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
FIVE BEDROOM rustic log house on set wooded lot
nearthe city limits of Murray. An ex t buy at only
$39,50Q.
ECONOMY SPECIAL 10c at 407 South 10th Street:
Solid two bedroom ho on quiet residential street.
Only $12,750.
UNIQUE HO at 1506 Belmont Drive. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath home must be seen to be appreciated.
Home has 1 ge rustic den with fireplace, beautiful Ian-
dscapin and economic central heating and cooling
syste
W LISTING, in Sherwood Forest. This almost new
home features three bedrooms, 21/2 baths, den with
fireplace, large basement and very pleasant private
location. Mid 40's.
1102 MEADOW LANE - You'll feel right at home in this
luxurious 3 bedroom 21/2 bath home on double lot. Ex-
cellent neighborhood and location. Priced in the 50's.
PEACEFULNESS AND SECLUSION are yours if you
buy this 3 bedroom home with fireplace, located on
beautiful, large wooded lot near Kentucky Lake. Price
reduced to $14,900.
ONE OF MURRAY'S FINEST HOME'S is located at1711 Miller Avenue. l'his exclusive 5 bedroom home
wit) i 31/2 baths has quality features too numerous to
mention. Ecdnomic central gas heating, two
fireplaces, 11 closets, exquisite decor and much more.
We would love to show you this horne. Priced in the50's.
BUILDING SITES - We have a variety of excellent
building lots, both in town and in the county ,a1/ price
ranges. Phone us today for an update on mite and
ation.






Everything We Touch Turns To SOLD!
KOPPERUD
REALTY
K forward to serving you.
Evenings Cali:- .,,
Harry Patterson 44E01302
George Gallagher ,  7534129
Geri Andersen  753-7932-
Regena Daggett  753-7533







*rite - 'Morgan Con-
Struction Co., Route 2,4
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
-SCOTSMAN

























Service. Call 489-2414 or
90144.24712.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete












Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Lfl St. Phone 753-3914
Roaches, Silver Fish and Shrubs
- '
ELECTRICAL WIRING









Groip outing? Trip out
of town? Planning a
• vacation? Call 753-1372,
Murray Leasing, Inc.
BACICHOE WORK and
gravel hauling. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
NEED TREES Cut, or




, and sheetrock finishing.




ficient service. NO job












-work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation. . will do
plumbing, heating and









753-1537, ask for Rocky.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
ANY GARDENING. yard
work, mowing, spring
cleaning or odd jobs
done inexpensively: Call
753-8372.
WILL MOW yards and do
bush hogging. Call 753-
6271.
us.'111-111ftruil" SWilud
▪ supii u .
EASILY-
38 *04 pivots power
Mew Num 011 Ow wen
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Call 753-5827 or 7534818.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -





FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.




rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 753-5429
after 4 p. m.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
- Steam clean one room at
,8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
Mike Hut—
chens, 753-0359.
WILL MOW YARDS. Call
753-9210, ask for Gary.
WILL GIVE HOUSE to
anyone. who will tear it






SULU fleeted, wet kik we. Ale• prettet, ref held, Si
ler et 1300.00. Is up t. 24 a AS steatlenl, has el react
sty size seeded. Del tee best for less
CUSTOM WILT POITASLI SUKDINGS I534904
to a slide lecture on the BAHAl FAITH with In-
ternational Travel Teacher, Mr. Don Van Brunt, April
14, 1977 at 7:30 p.m. at:
Apartment No. 4 .
Zimmerman Apartments




DONALD R. Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, -
UCKER A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
REALTOR
QUIET COUNTRY LIVING
In a pleasant community. This three bedroom
brick in Lynn Grove is situated on a large 83 by
315 foot lot. Central electric heat and air, dish-
washer and built in range are only a few of the
many features. Possession two weeks from
delivery of deed. Mid-thirties.
Good Income Property
This garage apartment is located on the Brady
Road west of Murray. Priced to give a good
" return on your money.
A Money Maker:
Here's a farm that is priced for the investor. Nin-
ty-five acres just six and a half miles southwest
of Murray. House, three barns, several other out-
buildings. About sixty five acres in beans last
year, more could be made tillable with little ex-
pense. Shown by appointment only.
In Lake Forrest Estates, situated on two large
woOded lots approximately thr4 hundred yards
from the waters edge. Seven rooms, three
bedrooms, one and a half baths, beautiful den
with fireplace. Twelve by twenty-eight- workshop
and outside storage in carport. Has both com-
munity water and well. Utility bills extremely




This four bedroom horn;is on a large triangular
lot approximately one and one-third acres. Home
his seven rooms and is in excellent conditiOn.
LAKE LIVING AT
A LOW PRICE
LOW PRICED, QUALITY HOW in Panorama!
Living room, kitchen, two bedroorns. Just eleven
miles from Murray. Good lakeview lot. Priced in
the mid-teens. Hurry, this one won't last long,
Listings, Sales, Management, Appraisals
You've been looking fr. Located in Pine-Bluff
Shores subdivision it has two bedrooms, den-
dining room combination, and ample closets.
Four slip boathouse and supply room included.
Shown by appointment.
TRY TO MATCH THE PRICE or value on this
two story brick cottage on a beautiful lakefront
lot in Lakeway Shores Subdivision. Fireplace in
the huge family room makes this a year-round
place to enjoy the spectacular view of Kentucky
Lake. Upper and lower level :patio. Three
bedrooms. Plenty of closets. Two baths. Under
$40,000.00.
In Kirksey
This brand-new home two bedrooms, central
electric heat and air. twat-in range, garage and
patio. The living room - casual to suit the warm'
atmosphere of this h,,Trie. Brick exterior, An-
derson windows. Fru—, -urprisingly low.
WE ALSO HAVE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY ON
TWELFTH STREET AND CHESTNUT STREET, a com-
plete residential subdivision and a number of choice
residential lots both in the city and at the lake.
SUITABLE FOR
MANY PURPOSES
The former Moose Lodge building on 18th Street
has 5,784 square feet, 15 ton air conditioning, cen-
tral gas heat and many improvements. This
building presently has several rooms, including
rest rooms, game room, club .room, kitchen- but
• none of the interior petitions are supporting
walls so the interior could be redesigned without._
major expense. The two lots providing parking
space for 55 cars. Zoning is R-
ONE OF THE MQ,ST
-LUXURIOUS HOMES IN a prime country
location. This ten room beautiful brick tri-level
located in Wiswell Estates is in walking distance
of Southwest Elementary school. It has almost
3,000 square feet, with better than 2,300 sq. ft. of
living area. The price is well below replacement
cost,
Twenty Eight By Sixty
concrete block building on 160 by 300 foot lot.
Suitable for clean-up shop, body shop,
warehouse. etc Can you use it for your business?
Check the low price
MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER







frame 'home that contains two
1.5 miles east of Murray.





This duplex on South Ilth Street will make its
payments..fittAmoney left over for you each
month. Two bedroorns each side, much larger
than it appears. Clean as a pin.
at a modest price can be yours with this 3
bedroom home near ColdwNter. Built in 19742 this
brick home is in excellent condition.
4 Professional Salespeople to serve y
ou -
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon   436-5676
Chuck Shuffett   753-4560
Patricia Miller   753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.  753-1930
MAUD f R/C01 WO Mil ESTATE RN
Member 44rth list* Sews Mr (showy Surd 01 01111,11
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Page Is.Dead
At Age al; Rites
To Be Held Friday
Henry Dawson Dies
At Hospital Today
Henry Dawson died this
inorning at six o'clock at. the
Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
Mrs. Joseph Franklin He is survived by his wife,
(Mamie Nance) Page of 1312 the former Christine
Sycamore Street, Murray, Spiceland, of Cadiz. Two local
_died Wednesday at 10:10 p.m. brothers-in-law are Clyde and
at the Murray-Calloway Lennis Spiceland. Several
County Hospital. She was 81 'nieces and .nephews-also are
years of age.
The 'Murray wOman was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born November 4,
1895, in Henry County, Tn., she
was the daughter of the late
John Wright Nance-and Sula
Kuykendall Nance.
Mrs. Page is survived by
her husband, Joseph Franklin
Page, 1312 Sycamore Street,
Murray; one son, the Rev.
Grover Wright Page, 1310
Sycamore Street, Murray'
one sister, Mrs. Notie Page,
Forydyce, Ark.; one brother,
Aubrey C. Nance, Paris, Tn.;
one. granddaughter, Mrs.
Cheryl D. Pierce.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
, Oak Grove Baptist. church
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe and
the Rev. Harold Smotherman
officiating.
Interment will follow in the.
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral .Home
where friends may call after
six p. m. tonight (Thursday).
Rebate. . .
survivors.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with burial to
follow in a cemetery there.






sponsored by the Murray
Calloway County Hospital will
be held Monday, April 18, at
7:30 p. m. in the Hospital
Conference 'Room.
. Dr. .H. S. Jackson, Jr., will
be the guest speaker and his
topic . will be "Pediatric
Urological Treatment";
Marchall Machetti procedure.
- Dr. Jackson, Urologist, is
associated with the lioustim-
McDevitt Clinic and,iiron the
medical staff at. the Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
All community and hospital
nurses ate invited to attend, a
(Continued From Page hospital spokesman said.
n decision at a meeting with top
: advisers Wednesday night.
The paper said" the
President was advised to
move quiekly so- the way
would he cleared for con-
sideration-61 his anti-inflation Indus. Ay,,
ProPoKalsr which he is un-
at. a news -conference
riday.
The New York Times said
the - strongest advocates of
withdrawing the rebate plan




But top Carter ad-
ministration officials had
staunchly defended the
rebates in speeches this week.
Labor Secretary Ray
Marshall, speaking Tuesday
in Detroit„ defended the
rebates as important to the
nation's economy. He warned,
"We should notupderestimata -
the effects on consumer
confidence if they are
deprived of the tax rebates
that they have come to an-
ticipate."
Both houses of Congress are
off for an Easter recess this
week. The full Senate was
scheduled to take up Carter's
'stimulus plan next week. The
House approved the plan,
including the rebates, in
March.
STOCK M
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &



































Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
ilipes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
































'Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 357.8
up 0.3.
. Below dam 326.5 down 0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.9
up 0.3.
Below dam 330.2 dorni 1.1.
By-MARIA BRADEN
' Associated Press Writer
FRANKF,ORT, Ky. AP ) —
Burley tobacco growers
shouldn't turn to latior-saving
methods or equipment if it
means harming the quality of
their crop, state Agriculture
Commissioner Tom Harris
says.
"The quality of our burley
tobacco is what's selling it
today, and that's what should
come first," Harris said in an
interview Wednesday.
"Tobacco is our chief cash
crop in Kentucky and, 'by
golly, we want to keep it that
Maybe you don't
make a $3,000 loan every day,
but we do.
Actually, that's just a middle-size loan for
us these days. We make some for less.
And a lot for a lot more. .
So we're not a "small-loan" company,
but a large loan center. And a good one.
Homeowner an too.
When you're after really large
amounts, the equity in your home is a
valuable asset_ You can use that equity
to back very sizable loans from us. And
that's nice to know.
Next time you want money, whatever
the reason, think of us. If you're more com-
fortable feeling you can depend on us for
small loans, we really don't mind. Because
you can.






Moothly Months Total Of
Payntaot To hy Payments APR•
$ 73.17 48 $ 3,612.16 11.80%
$3,300 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$6,600 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%





Auditor's Office Issues Blistering Report Today On
Activities Involving Road Adjoining Roberts' Farm•
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
'FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
The state auditor's office
today issued a blistering
report on activities involving
construction of a road ad-
joining the farm of former
Transportation Secretary
John G. Roberts.
It said there appeared to be
a number of irregularities, a
conflict of interest and the
deliberate destruction of
records in the Bureau of High-
ways.
Auditor George Atkins has
been investigating the
building of a road which goes
past, Roberts' farm in,
Woodford County a few miles
east of Frankfort.
Roberts resigned as tran-
sportation secretary shortly
before the investigation
became 0100n, and tran-
sferred to the post of secretary
of Public Protection and
Regulation.
- Roberts had contended that
Woodford Fiscal, Court
designated the Criisy Springs
Rpas1 as top priority for
rebuilding, that the road was
needed because of a landfill
and that the 'contract was
awarded in a public forum.
.Atkins rejected all three
explanations in his audit
report to Gov. Julian Carroll.
HeSaid:
—The state . Bureau of
Highways ordered the rural
road built, not Woodford
Fiscal Court.
—The anticipated _ im-
Remodeling Program
In a recent business meeting
the First sBaptist Church
approved a $47„.008, remodeling
program. The action will
result, in' new educational
facilities for preschoolers, an
enlarged library, and an office
building, a church spokesman
said.
The ground floor of the
educational building will be
renovated to provide larger
updated educational space for
infants through age five. In
the future the church will be
able to provide day care,
kindergarten, or mothers. day
out ministries. -Nursery
facilities will be more ac-
cesible to families and the
area designed with more
appeal to childrgn..,
The project also provides
Larger quarters for the church
library which -now includes
over 2500 volumes and audio-
visual materials. The new
library will include a work
room, private -listening-
reading rooms, and a spacious
MACS area.
The former pastor's home,
located in front of the
educational building, will be
converted for use as an office
building. The move will make
the church staff more ac-
cessible to the public, save
energy, and centralize many
services now scattered
throughout two buildings. The
office. building will have of-
fices for four ministers and
three secretaries, a con-
ference room, and a printing
room.
Work . on the prorkt will
-begin Saturday, April 16, when
'members will remove par-
titions...in- the educational
building. Contractors are to
begin work within two weeks.
The project is expected to be
completed-by- the -end of the
summer. '
'this renovation is one of
sixteen major goals recoip-.
mended in a special long
range planning report adopted
by the church in October, 1976.
provements ared from an
e.timated $40,000 tq $380,800-
not only did Roberts own a
farm on the road, but the only
bidder, Ed Randle, also owns
an adjoining farm on the same
road-land he bought from
Rc"b•.e.rts.Cine can justifiably-
conclude -that what we haveis -
a special project that has been
given extraordinary treat-
ment raising serious questions
of conflict of .interest," Atkins
said.
-Would a $380,000 road have
been built if the commissioner
of highways had not owned
property on this road?"
The auditor said his findings
showed the road was in need of
some repair, but that the
money came from Roberts'
discretionary fLuid.rather than
Woodford County.
• 'When. the Commonivealth
has sustained ;48 million in
road damages this past
winter, when parts of our state
are continually plagued with
coal ' road maintenance
problems and when
magistrates in 'every county
wrestle with their meager •
allotments to make necessary
repairs, nearly $400,000 of
public money was spent on the
highway commissioner'a
road," Atkins said.
-The auditor added that when
the highway chief giies the
contractor-the only bidder
and his neighbor on the road in
question-"a blank check eb
build a road, when there is a 59
per it overrun on the
pro' and when public
re,,,.!rds 'are destroyed, the
taxpayers are the losers."
. In his recommendations
Atkins said that whenever
potential conflicts of interest
are present in a roadprOject,
single bids should be re-
advertised.
He 'Also said contrattnrs
should be required to disclose
any direct or indirect financial
interest in the project. •
terview Roberts, who was
Hams Cautions Against Use
Of -Equipment For Burley .Leaf
"E.Situry. TopaCeVainfierities
Say the looseleaf method could
save millions in labor casts.
If the tobacct companies
give good marks-to the loose-
leaf method, it could be
helpful in persuading theu.s.
Department of Agriculture to
allow the sale of sheets or
bales on the regular burley
market.
U.S. Agriculture Secretary
Bob Bergland has said that a
drive to save labor in the
burley market could put
hundreds of workers on the
welfare rolls.
Others have expressed the
fear that loose-let marketing
is the first step ' toward
increased mi.rhimization and
the demise of the small far-
mer.-
Arguments against loose-
leaf marketing also are ex-
pected -to be aired at Friday's
session.
"It needs to be weighed and
studied," Harris said. ' All the
information needs to be gotten
out."
A burley farmer himself,
Harris said he had not read
the reports on loose-leaf
marketing prepared by the
burley industry.
way," he said.
"I don't think you're .going
to rind anybody in Kentucky
who will say they're' against
saving labor-costs on- burley
tobacco farms," 'Harris
-continued, "but nobody wants
to threaten -the quality -of
Kentucky burley either."
Harris added that he's in
favor of listening to all sides
concerned.
Harris said he plans to at-
tend a meeting Friday at the
University of Kentucky',






growers and others are ex-
pected to discuss recent ef-
forts to market loose-leaf
burley, which comes in bales
like hay.
Burley has traditionally
been cutby hand and hung in
the barn to cure. Then the
leaves are stripped from the
stalk and tied by hand.
The experimental loose-leaf
bundles would replace the
hand-tied bundles that have
been sold in burley
warehouses for more than a
"1 • FDA May Allow OTC
Status For Saccharin
Were got your Joan
• UP to MOO.
WASHINGTON ( AP) —The
Food • and Drug
Administration is ready to
disclose details of its proposal
tb an saccharin as an ad-
ditive to foods and beverages
but to permit sat& of the ar-
tificial sweetener as an over-
the-counter drug.
FDA Commissioner Donald
Kennedy was scheduled to
. announce the agency's plans
today at his first news con-
ferenee .since taking office a
week ago.
The proposal, on which
public comment will be in-
vited, is expected to encounter
Immediate opposition from
industry groups representing
the soft drink ,and diet food
manufacturers, who account
for nearly all saccharin sales
in the United States.
Under the FDA plan, sac-
charin is expected to be
permitted in 'tablet or powcler
form but would not be per-
mitted in food or soft drinks.
The manufacturers of Sweet
'n Low, a saccharin-based
artificial sweetener, said in
advance of theannowicement,
"If they allow the use of
saceharin as an over-the-
counter drug, they are ad-
mitting it is safe. And if it's
sate in one use, it certainly
should be safe in foods and all
other uses."
The FDA announced March
9 that it intended to ban
saccharin as a food additive.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
April 14, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 303 Est. 400 Barrlflos &
Gifts steady Sows steady .50 lower
US i-2 790-210 lbs 137.2547.50
US 14300-240 lb.. $37.0047.25
US 2-4 140-260 lb...  $36.5037.00
US 3-4 260-2110 lbe  135.50-36.50
Sows
US 1-2770.33010. 131.00-32.00
US 1-3 31014601bo 132.0043.50
US 1-3 450-650 Its 133.50-34 00 few 35 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs „ 130.00-31.00
. ROAM 10.00-2200
commissioner of highways at
the time as well as tran-
sportation secretary.
He said he spoke with Calvin
Grayson, the new tran-
sportation secretary, earlier
in the day about the iuit and
gave him reconuneunations.
The auditor also said he sent
audit copies to Atty. Gen.
Robert Stephens and Franklin
Commonwealth's Atty. Ray'
Corns "just for their in-
fortnati."
The additor said he -directed
their attention specifically to
status dealing with conflict of
interest.
But Atkins fended off
questions about the possibility
of prosecution for violation of
state laws
Atkins was asked if Roberts'
'transfer recently might have
. had anything- to do with the
audit. -
"It may have had some
impacts" he said.
The auditor said the
governor's office knew that he
had started a routine in-
vestigation and that Roberts'
transfer was announced only a-.
few workdays later.
Atkins said the entire
matter could be put in per-
spective this way from the
view of taxpayers:
He said that if each of the
'other 119 counties had rebuilt
a similar 21/2 mile road such as
Grassy Spring, the total cost
of the state would have been
$46 million.
Roberts issued a statement •
before noon which said:
"There is nothing illegal or
immoral concerning .the
circumstances surrounding
the project, in spite of the
implied improperties and
innuendos that have been past
in my direction -by the state
auditor.
"It is regrettable that he
and his staff do not understand „
whet they - have allegedly
audited. Change 'orders are a
_way of life in the construction
business. Highway con-
struction is not an absolute
science and never be in
our time.
"My integrity 'as a
,professional engineer, to my
knowledge, has never been
questioned. I 'consider the
t
implications alluded to the
state auditor's report as
another political voyage on hil
part. I consider it personally '
damaging to my reputation
and I resent it."
Elect
_ MAX E. MORRIS
SHERIFF
CALLO WAY COUNTY
*Do you want a Sheriff who is a proven leader?
• Do you want a Sheriff who is honest?
*Do yop want a Sheriff who is sober? •
• Drryou want a Sheriff who is friendly, but firm?
*Do you want a Sheriff who will stand up for what
is right?
*Do you avant a Sheriff who will work to make
Calloway County -a better place to rear our
children?
*Do you *ant a Sheriff who will treat every per-
son in a honest, sober and dignified manner? ..
• ̀fryriiii-iii4ver YES to ibe above questions
VOTE- FOR MAX E. MORRIS FOR SHERIFF OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY.











WM. au MOsale price
LIST 513.75




















Cuts & Full Rolls of
Vinyl Floor Covering at
- BELOW COST
(Warehouse Clearance!)
Thomas Light Fixtures 
500/0 off






room for our spring
merchandise.
Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Center
753-3642
we
P
